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Semiconductor dynamic convergence
circuit developed for glass 21 -inch
tube color -TV receivers.
See

circuit analysis, this issue
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MODEL 280SW

(shown right)

e Double stacked array PLUS high
frequency elements.
All Aluminum Construction.
Mounts on any mast up to 13/4".
o QUICK -RIG design for speedy
one man installation.

Complete with stacking bars.

MODEL 180SW

....

same as

2805W only not double stacked.

MODEL 180

....

QUICK -RIG
element "Lazy -X" Conical.

8

MODEL 280 ....QUICK -RIG
double stacked "Lazy -X" Conical.

M

Proven Unquestionably...
the best performing at

250

100

the lowest possible price!

LZX 100 single array
LZX 101 single array, unassembled
LZX 200 8 element conical com-

RADIART... the name you can depend upon

,
,.

... offers a COMPLETE ...
and NEWLY ENGINEERED line of superbly
performing TV antennas at an economy price.
Carefully 'tested under all cònditions ... each
of
_w models is guaranteed to be the best
pefc. ming at the to ast possible' price.

-*for QUALITY and VALUE

pletely assembled, stacked array

LZX 201

8

element conical unas-

sembled, stacked array

ti.,,,:

LZX 150 single array
LZX 151 singlearray,unassembled
LZX 250 6 element conical assembled, stacked array

uY

^f

LZX 251

6 element conical unassembled, stacked array
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install or service COLOR -TV..

.

you must have

these 5 new

Walsco tools

Specially designed ... absolutely errs !ttial
to make Color -TV servicing easy and profitable!
Cat. #2548 NEW WALSCO COLOR -TV INTERLOCK CHEATER:
Lets you service color sets with rear panel removed. Blocks grounding of high voltage supply Special design
permits safe insertion of high voltage probe Net 594

Cat. #2590 NEW WALSCO COLOR -TV DEGAUSSING COIL.
Required to eliminate stray magnetic fields prior to purity adjdktiaVehtt. Mee to standard industry specifications,
enclosed in molded plastic cover Monentary switch safely de -energizes coil Without pulling plug.
Cat. #2590 with monentary switch
Net $16.90 Cat. #2591 without switch
Net $14.90
.

.

.

Cat.#2589 NEW WALSCO COLOR -TV ALIGNMENT TOOL.
Adjusts and aligns all concentric controls on color, as well as black-and white sets Makes two separate adjustments
at the same time outer shaft aligns outer control shaft, inner shaft aligns inner control shaft. Net $1.19
Cat.#2595 NEW COLOR -TV GRID GROUNDING BOX.
Essential for grounding controlled grids of color tube to permit convergence and matrix adjustments. Special
'insulation piercing" terminals make application easy Net $5.10
Cat. #2596

NEW WALSCO TV COLOR VIEWER.

Balanced optical filters speed accurate cdlor phase an.i matrix adjustments on all color
using an oscilloscope. Net $1.50

sits ,.without

11111>

ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

FREE!

Division of Textron, Inc.
100 West Green Street, Rockford, Illinois
a

Western Division:
3225 Exposition Place, Los Angeles 18, Californi
In Canada:
Altas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto, Canada
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Am pe rele
GZ34MAR4
RECTIFIER
A LOW -IMPEDANCE,

INDIRECTLY

HEATED, FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER
WITH 250 MA OUTPUT CAPACITY
The unique AMPEREX GZ34 replaces

without circuit changes, in the
reajority of amplifier circuits, an
entire line of popular, heavy-duty 5 -colt
rectifiers -5Ú4G, 5V4G, 5T4, etc.
with the following benefits:

-

Better voltage regulation due to
lowered power supply impedance;
e Higher power supply output
voltage for more power;
c Added filter condenser protection
due to reduced surge;
Cooler operation due to lower
voltage drop;
Protection of costly power output
tubes through delayed warm-up.
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E184/6805
ECA7/t134
Eí86/6267

power pentode; 17 W PP
Kgh-power pentode; 100 W PP
9 -pin

Low -noise high -g pentode

ECCB1/12AT7 low -noise medium-µ dual triode
ECC82/12AU7 Low -noise low-µ dual triode
ECC83/12AX7 low -noise high -n dual triode
.C85/8AQ8 High-µ dual tried. for FM tuners

E/80/8V4

9 -pin

E281/6CÁ4

9 -pin

r All leading

rectifier; cathode; 90 ma.,
rectifie; cathode; 150 ma.
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Twenty-five fresh new beauties to choose
from. Currently keeping company with the
entertainment industry's most popular chassis.
New-Free
Brand-new edition of the Discriminating
PEC Guide
Serviceman's Guide loaded with vital
No. 4
statietesun both geoid favorites and the new
models. Gives ppLacLtiiisaal techniques for testing
how to tell gocl 'bntei from bad.
Get the Iowdllwn on what models have been engaged, and
where, by 130 radio and TV manufacturers.
These are facts it pays to have you encounter more and
more of these slim, trim PEC's every day. Over 75,000,000
now in circulation.
These beauties are waiting to be picked up at your Centralab
distributor. Write us for your copy of PEC Guide No. 4.

-
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Save Time and Trouble
by Standardizing on BUSS Fuses
YOU'LL FIND

EVERYTIME... IN

THE RIGHT FUSE

By using BUSS as your source for
:ses, you can quickly and easily find
the type and size fuse you need. The
complete BUSS line of fuses includes:
dual -element (slow blowing), renew^bie and one-time types . . . in sizes
from 1/500 amp. up
plus a companion line ef fuse clips, blocks and holders.

-

BUSS TRADEMARK

IS YOUR ASSURANCE OF FUSES OF

THE COMPLETE BUSS LINE

Thus, BUSS fuses have earned a reputation for accurate and dependable electrical protection.
To make sure this high standard of
dependability is maintained
BUSS
fuses are tested in a sensitive electronic device. Any fuse not correctly
calibrated, properly constructed and
right in all physical dimensions is automatically rejected.

...

UNQUESTIONED HIGH QUALITY
LET BUSS FUSES HELP

Over the past 43 years, millions upon
millions of BUSS fuses have operated
properly under all service conditions.

BUSS fuses are made to

.

.

.

protect-not to

in fuses.

For more information on BUSS and
FUSETRON Small Dimension fuses
and fuseholders
Write for bulletin
SFB. Bussmann Mfg. Division McGraw -Edison Co., University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.

...

USETRO

blow, needlessly

:=2:.:;:c o
BUSS

S 107,7

4

PROTECT YOUR

The dependability of
BUSS fuses helps you avoid 'kicks' and
complaints that the fuses you sold or
PROFITS

installed failed to protect or blew needlessly. This safeguards you against
costly adjustments and 'call-backs'. It
pays to refuse to take a chance with
anything less than BUSS quality

SERVICE, OCTOBER, 1957

MAKERS OF A COMPLETE
LINE
OF
FUSES
FOR
HOME, FARM, COMMERCIAL, ELECTRONIC, AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL
USE.
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EPON® RESIN

it
does
have low leakage,

Improved GOOD -ALL capacitors
high stability -even in extremely humid climates

Here's how:
MLPON RESIN is helping to
set new standards of excellence
in a line of 600 UE capacitors
made by Good -All Electric Manu-

facturing Company, Ogallala,
Nebraska.
Good -All reports that Epon
resin offers superior moisture resistance
far better humidity

...

protection than obtained with

conventional molding materials.
These capacitors offer rugged,
trouble -free performance because
Epon resin assures high dielectric
strength, low leakage, great resistance to chemical and corrosive
attack, and handsome appearance.
For molding . . for potting .. .
for laminating, sealing and encapsulating
Epon resins are pre,

...

ferred because they offer an almost
ideal combination of electrical and
physical properties.
Write for complete information
on the use of Epon resins in protective enamels, tool and die materials, etched circuit laminates,
transformer and motor sealing
compounds.

SHFLL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
CHEMICAL SALES DIVISION, 380 Madison Avenue, New Vert: 17, New York
Atlanta

o

Boston
Chicago Cleveland
Detroit Houston Los Angeles Newark
Now York San Francisco St. Louis
IN CANADA: Chemical Division, Shell Oil Company of Canada, Limited
Montreal
Toronto Vancouver

SERVICE, OCTOBER, 1957

rZ

GOOD -ALL
CAPACITORS
The "Capacitor of

600-UE Mylar* Dielectric

Tomorrow"

Molded in Epoxy

NEW to the replacement market! Widely used by leading
equipment manufacturers.
The 600-UE is created by the skillful combination of new
"wonder materials," and Good -All's advanced design,
exclusive production technique and tight quality control.
It is ideal for replacement use in today's modern circuitry.
Low leakage
Long,
High stability
Extremely retrouble -free life
Rugged construction
liable service in humid climates
FEATURES:

UPERIOR QUALITY

COMPETITIVE PRICE

DU PONT
*MYLARe is DuPont's trade
name for their amazing space saving polyester film. This thin,
tough film makes an ideal capacitor dielectric. Its inherent electrical stability and exceptional

SHELL

dielectric strength contribut
greatly to the trouble -free service
of the 600-UE.

**EPON9 is Shell's trade name
for their epoxy resin wonder
plastic molding compound base.
Far superior to common molding materials, Epon forms an
extremely rugged moisture -tight
case. Leads adhere securely to
the compound. High dielectric
strength is also an attractive feature of this tough, dense material.

GOOD -ALL ELECTRIC'
+` .
Distributor's Diui.sir..":a-RITTENHOUSE

PLACE

OI

CO.

ARDMORE. PENNS.XL'VANIA

SERVICE, OCTOBER, 1957

at no added cost ..

.

GROUP
for Raytheon
who by preference

Now, Registered Bonded Dealers can gain personal security for themselves
and their families
automatically increase their life insurance coverage,
through their regular purchases of Raytheon Receiving Tubes. The amount
of coverage is determined by the quantity of Receiving Tubes the dealer buys.

-

The New England Mutual Life Insurance Company has created a Group Life
Insurance Plan for Raytheon Bonded Electronic Technicians
plan offered exclusively by Raytheon Distributors who sponsor the Bonded Dealer
Program. Any such Distributor who meets the necessary requirements for
setting up a Group Life Insurance Plan for Bonded Dealers may give them
this valuable protection without the necessity of a physical examination.
Check with your Raytheon Sponsoring Distributor and see if he has it available to you.

-a

If you're not at present a Raytheon Bonded Dealer, better see your Sponsoring Distributor as to whether you can qualify. You'll find being a Raytheon
Bonded Dealer a real asset to you. You'll find using Raytheon quality receiving tubes is a big help, too.
"Administered and underwritten by New England Mutual Life Insurance Company

RAYTHEON

MANUFTURING

Receiving and Cathode
NEWTON 58, MASS.
CHICAGO, ILL.
55 Chapel -Street
9501 Grand Ave. (Franklin?ark)

Raytheon makes t
all these

8
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COMPANY

ay Tube Operations
I,I

ATLANTA 6, GA.
1OS ANGELES 7, CALIF.
0 Z Tiohte Rd. N.E.
2419 So. Grand Ave.
ti

Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes,
Semiconductor Diodes end Transistors, Nuclioni< Tubes, Microwave Tubes.

(RAYTHEON
Frr,rl/rxte iir

f/ecO

J

LIFE

INSURANCE

Bonded Electronic Technicians
use

RAYTHEON RECEIVING TUBES

SERVICE,

OCTOBER,

1957
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1ELPHI2

/TORQUETVTENN4
%NODES the OUTDOOR MARKET

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I

Ill

TNT

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

TNT

3all

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

100-IT-POURSEIr
KIT PACNACES

IL
BUSINESS

gives you

RIMER SALES
«EATER PROFITS
PHILADELPHIA

TORONTO

EXPORT': ROBURN AGENCIES, N. Y.
'WAREHOUSES. LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE, DALLAS

10
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Life -test comparison chart
below shows oscillator activity
versus hours of life of new G -E
6AF4's and standard 6AF4's.

13
12

I

I1IIIIIIIIIIII

II

Performance range (high -low) of new G -E 6AF4's

X

11
1.0
9
8

.7
.6

.5

Electric Design Engineer J. G. Tucker checks, for
oscillator activity, new G -E 6AF4 tubes that are undergoing life test.
LEFT: Effect of tube operation over long periods on new vs. standard
6:1F4's is shown by the chart. Tests of many thousand tubes are
represented. Note that the oscillator activity of new G -E 6AF4's
averages a straight horizontal line, whereas standard 6AF1's show
a sharp, sudden drop
meaning rapid loss of picture quality.
ABOVE: General

11(111111. Performance range, standard 6AF4's

4
3
2

...

0

500 hrs.

1000 hrs.

1500 hrs.

2000 hrs.

2500 hrs

Now ....from General Electric..

. .

a

long-life 6AF4

for sustained high -quality u -h -f TV reception!
peratures, must resist gas -forming tendencies that would
Only General Electric can give you ... in the long
like these
...

-

the tube industry's
newest, most effective means for making friends of
service customers. Installing a new General Electric
6AF4 cuts snow, brings a clear picture that will retain
its high quality. Tests prove that after 2500 hours and
more of service, this u -h -f oscillator tube performs just
as well as one freshly taken from a carton!
life 6AF4 u -h -f oscillator tube

Virtually no receiving tube is called on to undergo
the same electrical "stresses" as a 6AF4. With small
electrodes and close spacing to meet low -inductance,
low -capacitance demands of up -to -900 -mc operation,
current density is 5 to 6 times that of other triodes.

Consequently, extremely high cathode emission is
called for. The plate and grid, subjected to high tem-

destroy tube efficiency. Stiff requirements
have meant short life for 6AF4's. Now General Electric,
through creative design, combines new materials wills
new manufacturing and test methods to give TV technicians and set -owners a 6AF4 that for the first time
is fully as efficient and dependable as other tubes.
The same long -life performance is being built into
General Electric's 2AF4, 2AF4-A, 3AF4-A, and 6AF4-A.
Outstanding examples like this of ever -higher quality.
of design steadily improved, make General Electric
tubes the best you can install. Phone your G -E tube
distributor at your earliest opportunity! Distributor
Sales, Electronic Components Division. General Electric
Company. Owensboro, Kentucky.

í'iogress Is Our Most /mportant Product

GENERAL

LECTR IC
SERVICE, OCTOBER, 1957
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how to pick up the chips in the
Non Color -Blind
SE:LL

--`%j
NOW WITH BRILLIANT ALCOA SPEC.
Your thousands of Colo -tenna orders an a reorders
prove it ..
You like the idea of an integra -ed antenna line
that assures you the right antenna answer fo.

every reception problem ..
You like the idea of the red helix wh:ch identifies the Colortenna to p -ospects as an outstanding
performer in black and white aad colo- ..
.

.

You like fie :gig prizes and trips you win in the
fabulous Coi )r enna Sell -A -Bration .
You like Le hard-hitting local advertising and
promotion d at pays off in Colortenna sales in
your store
You like the ready-made customer acceptance
and confidcnc3 that Colortenna performance
builds for you

...

...

luce the spec tacular new (F) Colortenna one
that will send your ante' na profits rocketing to new
highs. Put its dynamic selling power to work for
by s.,eing your JFD distributor now.
Yoi

i]

CASH IN ONq.HE SELL -A -BRATION SYr EEPSTAKES!
Over $100,000.00 worth of prizes given so far to TV
dealers and servicemen!
3 GRAND PRIM, S "O SEF.VICE-DEALERS
with highest totals for season, September- 1, 1957-h:arch 31, 1958
If

inners to be announced 3-'ay 19, 19;8

lh,St

JeCOei

Tkot,J

ALL -Expenses Paid Trip for Two to Paris

hii

ke

ALL -Expenses Paia Trip for Two to Bermuda
AL L-Expeus>s Paid Week -End

for Two at the
Waldorf-Atoria in New York
EVERY COLORTENN-, COUNTS FOR FREE PR:ZES!
\Vallace 16 Pc. Tableware Set
Samsonite Lad
Case
!)nl. 14 Power 11eh -PX911S
Only 38 Wonder-Helix-WX811
12 Spalding GOLF Ball Set
Samsonite Mea's "Quick-Tripp ?y"
)nlv 25 Star Helix-SX711
Only 40 Wonder-Helix-WX811
r

:hatham Orlon Biz,. et
)!Iv 11 Wonder !le ".ix-WX811S

Fii

g Tackle Box
Aluminum
Only 11 Star He x-SX711S

Pl,l»S HUNDREDS 01 OTHER BRAND -NAME PRODUCTS

TV Antenna Market

GLEAMING GOLD ANODIZING GIVES YOU
MORE TO SHOW! ... MORE TO SELL!
New ... new
new! Gold Colortennas
with ALCOA Spec. fade -proof gold anodized
finish that catches the eye and makes them buv_
NEW UNBREAKABLE "KRALASTIC" INSULATORS
You get the toughest, hardest, strongest
insulators money can buy. Matchless

...

T ENN
SUN -FAST GOLD ANODIZING!

electrical, physical and weathering
properties for better performance all
year, every year.
NEW RIGIDIZED REFLECTORS

Twice the strength-twice the rigidity.
Every clement over 30 inches lung is
now reinforced with 16 inch aluminum dowels
in center. Never before so many dynamic selling
features packed in one antenna.

WONDER -HELIX
model

AX811
\VX811

type

Gold Anodized
Regular

POWER -HELIX
i

n.ulel

type

AX911 Gold Anodized
PX911 Regular

STAR -HELIX
model

AX7I 1
SX711

type

Gold Anodized
Regular

SUPER -HELIX
model

AX511
11X511

type

Gold Anodized
Regular

JUNIOR -HELIX
model

type

AX311 Gold Anodized
JX311 Regular

THE FUSE

IS LIT!

Get

THE COLOR'I NNA ROOM
I

IN

-)et

.S___:

LN'i,

FOIL

19

PROFITS!
PERFORMANCE!
PREMIUMS!
PROMOTION!

Sae your JFD

óistrlbstor.

ELECTROMCS CORP.
Brooklyn 4, N.Y.
Pioneers in electronics zirtre 1929

flip power lever to
"power -on" position

Cpress

calibrate

lever and adjust
calibration control

-

..:.,....,

,,

.-'#-

N EW R A
;.

r

WT -110A

AUTOMATIC TUBE -TESTER
means more service profits!
All this for

Dollar for dollar, feature for feature, you'll
find RCA's WT-110A the fastest, most accurate
automatic punched-card tester you can buy
today. It's .a virtually obsolescence -proof design
... from the exclusive RCA 700-card capacity
magazine file that always keeps the pre punched cards in type number sequence, to
the fully automatic circuit setup ( including all
operating voltages) and the easy, do-ityourself punch card accessories available to
keep the tube-card file up-to-date!
See and test the WT -110A at your local RCA
Distributor. Prove to yourself what a boost in
business, prestige, profits the RCA -WT -110A
can mean!

TEST EQUIPMENT
,,.1141)) RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.
SERVICE OCTOBER, 1957

$199.50
USER PRICE

ekes higher

in

(Optional)

Hawaii and Alaska

automatically sets up socket connections, and all
operating voltages such as heater, signal, plate and
screen voltages, and bias (both fixed and cathode).
checks tubes for transconductance, gas, shorts, and
leakage between elements.

automatically selects correct conditions from 220
possible combinations of he -tier voltage (from 0.1
volt to 120 volts) at currents up to 4 amps., 10 bias
voltages and 11 values of cathode resistors.
tubes, such as rectifiers, tested under heavy loud currents up to 140 ma per plate.
high -and -low sensitivity ranges for leakage tests.
12 -volt plate and screen supply for testing new autoradio tubes.
meter protected against burnout.
test card provided for checking instrument.
pre -punched cards supplied with instrument
cover 95% of currently active TV tubes. Pre -punched
accessory cards available.
239

active cord magazine capacity -350; storage capacity -350...a total capacity of 700 cards.

Reputation Builder

2:

it

pays to be prompt

...

Only 51% of set -owners who wait 3 to 4 days

BUT

for service are satisfied with the bill

service are satisfied with the bill

69% of customers getting same -day

it pays to replace with Sprague Twist -Lok* Electrolytics

Îpq;ìï.±f

Another way to build and hold a reputation is to
insist on top quality replacement parts. Callbacks
due to replacement failures not only cost you muoney,
... they also cost you customers! Replace with less
than the best and you place your reputation at stake.
In capacitors, the best is Sprague.

t.r,e:;

1.-4760

Take the Twist -Lok 'lytic, for example. Sprague
TVL's have everything! More exact ratings ...
higher quality to meet original equipment
specifications. Every 1 VL for every voltage rating is
made with expensive high -purity etched -foil anode
construction-ultra stable film formation techniques.
And etched cathodes meet the toughest ripple
requirements. No wonder they're your first line
of defense against callbacks!

4º,
QM 450V tic
0450VDc 4`
ß

+F
450VDc
'l050VDc
U
,o

Q

Get our copy of Sprague's latest radio and TV
service catalog, C-455. Write Sprague Products Co.,
Distributors' Division of Sprague Electric Company,
81 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass.

don't be vague... insist on

SPRAGUE
world's largest capaci1 r manufacturer

*1 r;,Jcmar k

SPRAGUE RESEARCH IS CONSTANTLY PRODUCING NEW AND BETTER CAPACITORS FOR YOU
SERVICE, OCTOBER, 1957
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TV

FULL

demands reliable

I. U -98 -2 -first and finest fully
rotator. Eye -appealing decorato:
Forest Green and Standard
$44.25
Mahogany Grain. Retail

EtEVIiION ANTENNA

op-Ivory,

ROTATOR

DON'T ASK VIEWERS TO PUT UP
WITH A `STAY -PUT' ANTENNA!
TV authorities admit the higher sensitivity
Of

color.*

', Viewers won't tolerate weak, washed

out

color!
á

"e..

MODEL

Maximum directivity with ALLIANCE TENNAROTOR is the best insurance for top
antenna performance-for FULL COLOR!

T-12-with

exclusive
Tennc-Teller Pointer-highly accurate. Striking> modern design. Forest Green and Ivory
or Std .Fard Mahogany. Retail... $34.25
Decorator Colors priced $2.00 extra.

Wherever you find Color TV, it will pay you to recommend Alliance!
Every color TV. buyer

a potential Tenna-Rotor sale

... even

metropolitan
treas.'Because the "fringe" area for color is closer to the transmitter!
Viewers who might tolerate black and white TV that's "so -so", -will not
'put u¡ °wiitii irritating, "ghosty" color. And independent interviews at point of sale
"Tiíw that color TV çustomers find it easy to say Yes to Alliance Tenna-Rotor!
is

in

*Practically all TV authorities agree "color is critical"-more sensitive than black and whitè. "Chromatic itadation" with
color that's ghosty, is harder on, the eyes than black and white. Many recommend propgly installed outdoor antennas
with rotators, to improve directivity of the antenna, to Felp overcome interference anvil reduce-anhoying
effects caused by the higher sensitivity of color, and the normal characteristic of color to "drop out"quicker.
s

Ridee:

the Trend to Color . .

those en.a proflts with Alliance! Tie in with
ihs longee.t end -afroºeiere TV campaign fir
accesses Y
iatgry! t emernber
Peer color is -ors. then n®..
nod Alliance fennel -Rotor it the
leer
arIwar

,r.d

meek up

.

ALLIANCE

THE
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
(Division
of Consolidated Electronics Industries Corp.)

ALLIANCE, OHIO
re

.;y

SERvICE, t`,;;;TOBER; 1957
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Caneda-ALLIANCE MOTORS, Schell Avenue, Toronto
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The

Growing Stature of COLOR -TV

has reached a point of technical
excellence and stabilization.
In the three years since its debut, color -TV has
made truly remarkable progress, both technically
and commercially, and is now firmly established as
a mature business promising tremendous potentials for the alert Service. Man.
Color -TV has forged ahead so rapidly _because
of the extensive experience gained in black -and white developments, and. engineering ingenuity.
Measured by the rate of. increase in retail ss,y
even the p
increase enjoyed by black-and -white during the
comparable period of development.The slow evolution of black-and -white chassis
was dictated by tube -size problems. Many, ma 1y
years elapsed before 21 -inch tube 'chassis were
available in quantities. But in color, the change
from small to large tubes. was swift; 21 -inch
models appeared very soon after a limited prodn .:
tion of 15 -inch sets. Today's ,teceivers feature 21-r
inch glass -envelope picture tubes with brilliance
great enough to permit .eiisfáctory viewing in
brightly -lighted rooms.
COLOR TELEVISION

-

CIRCUIT -WISE, the advancements have been
marked, too. The tube complements have been

reduced substantially, semiconductors have been
introduced in simplified netwgrks and adjus'tments
have been minimized. Controls regulating color-

tl.

E.

inn

°

reputation

-

SIBOL

even more diffit,. It pAge n.
et..10
During`'óur c h r t-iv itiës, we come
into contact with n.any t lyd iìaik which symbolize an assureçi ñeasuie of performance or.
'
quality.
shoe. Ii
Like its counterparts, the ABC vin
above, signifying..wembership in the Audit Bureau
of Circulations, provides you with a reliable
measure of our publication standards.
To keep you as a subscriber-year after yearthis publication must provide a service worth our
money. Of course, the degree to which wehold
-

being indd 4. gene a y arrive
ready-to
o
conditio
adv tö -operate
But one must al-áj s be prepared-atmecl with
sufficient knowledge oi the chassis, kind adequate
test equipment and tools :o make adjustments,
perhaps for celòr-purity or ,ouvergenee,.to insure
performance which will iii till customer conCOLOR RECEIVERS no \i'
fiom the factory its

fi+rilelice.

.

4

.

'..,.
t::''

TÌI: GIANT STRIDES made-, ')v- Golub- \ offer enortie. >eryice Mail. in installamous portunities
,
tion, r p.ir and eal 'too.
'n *elusive progress report ..on the greying
stature of colt : -TV appears in thit issue onpages
18 to 27.: Described for the first time are,-thefcircuits used in the latest glass-pictureeree chas4 ,
new features of the viewing tube, test egi.upírr.cñt
required, and an analysis of the' Outstanding
prospects in ,color-TV for. every Service Mali.
i

.

A Symbol of Value

is like a good
to
e talpusII ait d
difficult

A WELL-KNOWN

and -white

our interest-as verified in the Al* repart, sly)our paid circulation-is what interests our a,1
vertisers, too.
Thus the ABC symbol is- a constant reminder
that (1) your interests come first with us and that
(2) our advertisers get what they pay. r--your
interest.
i

ng

;

'

i

,,

thé only technicafjournal in the racho-TV
trade v<'hich.has maintained unbroken membership
in the ABC for over twenty years, with a continuing recórd of the kagest audited circulation in the
field, is proud once again to salute the Bureau,
,during thiS, ABC Month.
SERVICE,
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Why The Television

by C. E. WALTER,

C. E.

doubt in
the mind of the average television
Service Man that color -TV, as an entertainment medium, is second to
none in its potential as a, factor in
his future business success. Why,
then, should not the Service Man be
a booster of color television?' Most
of the TV industry, manufacturers
and distributors alike, have been taking every possible means to,build a
foundation fór color -TV which could
only próvide one answ r to that question; the Servite Mast should boost
color revery opportunity. It will bë
his future, and the efforts to provide
a firm basis for this future will be
rewarded.
TV has meant a great deal to those
of u's associated with this miraculously
growing industry. We see in it a future which will demand the best from
the television Servicd Men, and it is
obvious that those who car learn
color now, who can gain invaluable
experience, and who can invest in this
future, will be the one to benefit
most. We have already seen color -TV
receivers begin to move into customer's homes at a rapidly increasing
rate. Thousands of Service Men have
already led the opportunity to gain
considerable experience and know
how.
This experience has proved
several things: (1) The _quality, dependability and performance of color TV sets is definitely established as
excellent; (2) the servicing industry
is ready in many areas to handle the
color installation and service demands,
and (3) customers are ready to buy.
THERE SURELY CAN BE' no

Service Charges
We might examine the pattern of
charges for color -TV service. Gen 18
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erally speaking,

WALTER, delivering a talk, one of a nation-wide series, on
color -TV, at a recent association meeting.

Service

Men

are

wcharging, and getting, more for the

more specialized knowledge required
for color installation and service. This
is justified, though it is not a universal
pattern. Some self -servicing dealers,
who also sell television, are charging
the same rates for color service as
for black -and -white. At first, this was
admittedly a sales tool, permitting the
dealer to give a favorable answer to
the customer who aced, "Don't you
charge more for colé television service?" After some months of operation under this policy, it was then
evident that a fAv well -trained, wellequipped service organizations coed
handle color idstallati
and service
at black -and -white rate It should be
made clear that the Service Man who
has invested a lot of his time, money,
and effort into training and equipping
himself for color television should be
entitled to adequate compensation
apd a fair return. The proper installatìpn, setup and servicing of color
television is somewhat more critical,
and more time-consuming than for
black -and-white.
"

The Service Man-Key to Color
Actually, it is the Service Man who
the key to successful color' television sales efforts. The sale of a
product does not automatically imply
consumer satisfaction. With any product as complex as a television receiver,
color or black -and -white, performance
over a period ofytime is demanded.
Thé quality of the installation is of
particular importance
first impressions are created-and to the installing
Service Man falls the honor of making
or breaking the sale. Following a sucis

-

RCA Service Company, Inc.

cessful installation, the burden of
keeping the instrument sold falls upon
the service Man. It can truly be said
that the role of the Service Man in
color television is the most important
single feature in achieving the ultimate 'goal
consumer satisfaction.
Such statement is probably subject
to some debate, but story after story
of sucqessful dealer sales efforts in
color television is being recorded, and
each and every one of them stresses
the importance and dependence
placed upon the installing and servicing personnel.
Another of the important reasons
why the Service Man should boost
color, is that his name is then associated with color by his customers.
Even though the customer may not
be interested in color at this time, just
a few favorable words by the Service
Man may start Mrs. Jones thinking,
and when Mrs. Jones is ready for
color, she knows you are ready to
help her. There have been instances
when customers, believing that color
service is more complex and more demanding than black -and -white, feel
that the Service Man who advertises
and boosts color must be better qualified on black -and -white than his competitor who sticks to black -and -white
service, or who has a negative approach to color. This is entirely logical, and in many cases the competent
Service Man who effectively services
and installs color, also enjoys an increase in his black-and -white busi-

-

ness.

In many communities there is a
dealer or independent Service Man
who has set himself up as Mr. Color
Television in his area. This has been
very effective. By advertising and

Service Man Should Be A COLOR -TV Booster
\ten. \\'e have been conducting field

promoting the association between
color and the Service Man, the consumers in the area will naturally turn
to Mr. Color Television with their
color questions and problems, gird, as
previously mentioned, will often bring
black -and -white problems 4,5 well.
The color -television servií>ing spec';
ialist often finds himself ire: contact
with the type of consumer who is
financially more able to promptly pay
for the service, or who may be interested in the purchase of additional
equipment or appliances. Regardless
of the type of customer, however, the
Service Man is an excellent source of
prospects for many types of home
equipment. Many sales and service
dealers will pay a commission to their
Service Men who submit prospects
resulting in sales. Many independent
Service Men have similar arrangements with local retail dealers.
The Product
Color -TV receivers have come a
long way-from the 15 -inch picti
tube, and complex circuitry of early
1954, to the 21" picture tube and
simplified circuitry of today. The receiver quality is most satisfactory.
This is a matter of statistical record.
They are much easier to operate, to
install and to service.
The specialized test equipment for
proper installation and servicing of
color is available. Service Men often
bring up the question of test equipment obsolescence. While it is always
difficult to star gaze, it is felt that
there is no reason why the excellent
test equipment available today should
become obsolete in the foreseeable
future. Some of it is expensive, to be
sure, but it is of high quality and
durability, and favorable terms are
available from most distributors.

Training

(

training lectures , and workshops
(practical do - it - yourself training)
since early 1954, and have had a
total Service Man attendance of more
than 105,000. Many trade and vocational schools are now Offering colorTV courses, at,d excellent correspondence course training is available
at low cost.
At one time it was felt that there
voulcl be TV -antenna problems in
color. We bave now :learned from
experience tlïat this is not so. In many
installations kdoor type antennas are
being used, though the superiority of
a high -quality outdoor antenna, properly installed, cannot be denied. This
is another avenue of possible profit
for the Service Man-a new antenna.
('lnfortunatèly, there is considerable
ens -information in the field about
antennas in general. The antenna requirements for color are slightly more
critical than fdfblack-and-white, as
a result of the etded transmitted sir
nal components-Iowever, any efforts
bj the Service 'Man to improve the
quklity of the color signal delivered
to the receiv ( antenna terminals,. will
also result t!1 improved black -and white performance.
Most of the factors which were

SIMPLIFIE

advanced several years ago as reasons
why color-TV could not be pushed
are now things of the past. Thegquality of the product is high. Color receivers are '.easier to install and
service. Retail .prices are more favorable. Many banks or other lending
institutions, recognizing the future, of
color television, have favorable financing terms for the purchase of receivers. The frequency and quality of
color programming have advanced
tremendousl» Some television stations transmïl practically all of their
local program' in color. Many more
stations are being equipped; there
are now almost 300 stations equipped
to tebroelcast network color and
more than' 100 of these are equipped
to originate color.
The manufacturers of today's color
receivers have solved practically all
of the,problehns related to production
and distribution. This directly benefits
the consumer.
the Service Man
;i.ortunately, the Service Man has had
á say in .the design, of etoday's reèeivers, and the. installation ,änd servicing adjustments are easier" to make
and more effective than ever before.
The quality and performance 'ere
better thanever before; those who' are
(Continued on page 48)

¡d

COLOR -

TV TUNING controls
in new glass picturetube color receivers;
color and tint controls'
mounted on the upper
right side of the cabinet. Color brings color
into the picture; tint
shades it to the viewer's personal taste.

Adequate training facilities are
available to the majority of the industry. Manufacturers have been conducting training programs at dealer Service Man level, and have produced
thousands of well -trained Service
SERVICE, OCTOBER, 1957
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A Field Progress Report on COLOR -TV.

Circuitry Report
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1:

BLOCK DIAGRAM of the complete RCA CTC7 color -TV chassis.

THE 800 SERIES` COLOR -TV receivers'
recently introduced by RCA include a
number of features' designed as conveniences not only for the consumer,
but the Service Mau.
A glass - envelope picture tube
(21CI'P22) with a viewing., area of
approximately 260 square inches is
used in this new chassis.
Some of the customer features include improved picture brightness
and contrast both for color and black-

anti -white pictures, and convenient
color -coded ' tint ' and color controls.
These controls show, on an escutcheon, the direction of rotation for
proper tuning to achieve the desired
color effects on the viewing screen

of the picture tube.
Other features of the CTC7 chassis
include: Intercarrier FM sound system, quadrature -grid FM detector,
separate picture and sound detectors,
4.5 -mc sound trap and sound rejecSOGE
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PURITY,
MAGNET

tion control in the input circuits of
the video amplifier stages, age control of the rf amplifier and the first
and secon4 picture if amplifier stages,
an automatic noise -cancellation circuit, automatic -frequency phase control in the chrominance circuits, crystal -controlled 3.58 -mc color subcarrier reference oscillator, stabilized
synchroguide horizontal oscillator and
control, an automatic chroma -control
circuit,' an automatic noise -immune
color killer circuit, and continuously regulated high -voltage to the ultor of
the picture tube.
A feature of particular interest to
the Service Man is the mechanical
arrangement of the convergence circuits. The controls necessary to perform convergence adjustments are on
a printed circuit in a mounting which
is detachable from the cabinet. When
removed from its normal mounting
position it may be inverted and secured to two mounting screws provided on the rear of the cabinet,
permitting adjustment from the front
of the receiver.
The chassis contains six printed circuit boards. New type tube sockets
are utilized on these boards and
should prove a boon to the Service
Man. From the top side of the printed
boards each of the pin connections
on the tube sockets are accessible
through a guide opening. Thus, voltage measurements can be made
quickly and easily whenever required.
Two types of tuner units are used
in these receivers. The vhf -only
tuners' use a new tube, 6BC8, in a
driven grounded -grid circuit with if
FM traps in the input circuit. A

All of the deluxe models in this series use a new
CTC7 chassis. Models are available with a vhf -only
tuner, or optionally, a combination uhf -vhf head end;
the uhf -vhf models have a U designation following
the model number. VIIF tuning in the U models is
accomplished with a 13 -position switch -type tuner;
the 13th position automatically switches to a continuously variable tuning system which covers all
70 -uhf channels.
FIG.

2:

PICTURE -TUBE accessories required for the
glass -tube color -TV models.

[See Front

Cover and Pages 22, 23, 39 and 40 for Circuit

D

agrams]

Chassis Using Glass Picture Tube
Circuits Used in RCA 800 Color -TV Line
by

J. A. MAY,

RCA Service Company,

Inc.

6CQ8 triode -pentode is us4. as the
(Right)
local oscillator and mixer providing
J. A. MAY in lab checkoutput in the 41 -mc range. The uhf ing latest glass picture vhf tuner uses a vhf and a uhf sectube color model.
tion`. The uhf section is similar to
the type used in previous color receivers and consists of a 6AF4A.,local
oscillator operating at fundaiºental
in the cathode circuit, a secondary
frequency throughout the uhf range,
B+ source for Other circuits in the
and a 1N82 crystal mixer.
receiver.
In vhf operation, the tuner, in the
Two video amplifiers are incorpovhf -uhf combination, uses the same
rated,
as in previous color receivers,
tubes and operates in the same manthe
first stage, the pentode secwith
ner as the vhf -only tuners. However,
tion
of
a
6AW8A, serving as the sigthis tuner has an extra switch posiIZ.al distribution center for sync, agc
tion. When switched into this posiand chroma information. A delay line,
tion, the output of uhf unit is ied
as is the normal. practice, is in the
to the 6CQ8 which becomes a 41 -mc
grid circuit of the second video ampliif amplifier for the uhf channels.
,.
fier.
A 12BY7A second video amplifier
Three stages of picture -if amplificathe brightness' component of
feeds
tion are used in bifilar-coupled stagger -tuned stages. The first and second
R
picture if stages are agc controlled. '
The printed -circuit board' for the
picture if stages also includes separate
detectors for picture and sound, a
4.5 -mc trap, and a sound -rejection
LV RECTIFIERS
MOUNTED ON
control. These features assist in mini POWER
L
TRANS
mixing the possibility of a 920-kc beat
from appearing in the video during a
color program; 920-kc is the differPRINTED CIRCUIT
ence - frequency resulting from the
PW 400
ST d 2T
color subcarrier, 3.58 -me above the
p6C
picture carrier, beating with the sound
COLOR
CIRCUIT
carrier, 4.5 -mc above_ the picture
MOUNTED
DIRECTLY
carrier.
ON CHASSIS
The sound system in this new colorreceiver series differs from previous
color models in using a single stage k
FOCI.'
of sound if amplification and a quad- .f,
REC`
rature-grid FM detector-first audio
stage similar to those used in current
black -and -white receivers. A single
6AQ5A provides audio output and,
.

the color signal, or in the case of a
black -and-white picture, the picture
informatiott to the cathodes of the pic
ture tube through a dividing network.
The dividing network is required because the phosphors in the picture
tube, characteristically, have unequal
light output efficiencies; thus, the
dividing network supplies each cathode with- the proper proportion of
video signal during -either black -and white, ór color picture reception. The
(Continued, on page 38)
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TOP VIEW of color chassis showing key assemblies and components.
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Color -TV Chassis Which Features All -Glass Picture Tube. See
Systems Used
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A Field Progress

Report on COLOR -TV
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THREE

-ELECTRON GUNS
CONVERGENCE
POLE PIECE.

Glass Envelope 21 -Inch

tOCATION

21CYP22
.,-PICTURE TUBE WITH
ALL GLASS ENVELOPE

Picture Tube For
COLOR-TV
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New Three -Gun Tube Provides Increased
PICTURE TUBE
PROTECTIVE
SHIELD

HIGH VOLTAGE

SHIELD LINER

Brightness and Contrast

...

Requires Less HV

Insulation and Electric Shock Protection
in Chassis

AN ALL-GLASS ENVELOPE'

picture tube

creased light output from the screen.
In addition, the light-filtering action
of the face glass of the tube has been
increased so that the picture has both
improved contrast in a well -lighted
room and higher brightness resulting
in more vivid colors.
An average correction for the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field has been built into the
tube so that a minimum of additional
magnetic correction is required in the
color receiver. Correctirig magnets to
provide both or either radial and

has been designed for use in color -TV

receivers. It is a round, directlyviewed type having a graded -hole
shadow -mask and an improved three gun assembly. Because it has an all glass envelope, the need for high voltage insulation and electric-shock
protection in the color receiver has
been reduced. It is provided with an
external conductive envelope coating,
which with a portion of the inter-10
conductive coating, forms a high
voltage filter capacitor.
The graded -hole shadow mask utilized in the new tube permits, in-

'21CYP22

Magne tic_Field

FIG. 1: A CROSSSECTIONAL view of

Correcting Magnets(6)
(if required)

glass -envelope color -

MOgnètie Shield

Radial

C

TV picture -tube, illus-

trating correcting

fired

Magnet Assembly

magnets in magnetic field equalizer assem-

I

sie^

home.
Additional Magnetic Shielding

(Left)

Equalizer Assembly

tangential beam motion in localized
areas are shown in Fig. 1. Most of
the tubes will not require any or only
one or two of these magnets for good
color purity; a few tubes may require
up to six magnets. The magnetic
shield placed around the faceplate
end of the tube, as shown in Fig. 1,
minimizes the effects of extraneous
magnetic fields and contributes to the
simplicity of magnetic correction adjustments required during the installation of a color -TV receiver in the

bly, and the radial converging magnets.

Additional magnetic shielding,
shown in Fig. 2. has been built into
the electron gun to reduce the amount
of dynamic convergence correction
required by the deflecting yoke and
picture-tube combination, as well as
to reduce the interaction between the
(Continued on page 48)

Lateral Converging
Magnet
E.,e,nol Magnet

Purifying Magnet

Deflecting Sah.
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(Right)
FIG. 2: ADDITIONAL
MAGNETIC shielding
built into the electron

gun to reduce the

amount of dynamic
convergence correction required by the
deflecting yoke and
picture -tube combination.

Magnetic Flua

Internal
Pole Piece

Internal
Magnetic
Shield

Directlon at
Beam Movement

FINCO®announces

NOW

... you

can sell

a

TV Antenna

designed for your area
SYRACUSE -

BUFFALO

LONGVIEW,
TEXAS
SPECIAL

DUO -DIRECTIONAL

ROCHESTER

SPECIAL

SPECIALS

SPECIAL

'

SAN DIEGO
B-6

CHICAGO

PITTSBURGH
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VICKSBURG
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SPECIAL
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MODEL

FRONT -TO-BACK

B-7
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IN SOLVING UNUSUAL, LOCALIZED RECEPTION PROBLEMS,
FINCO has proved that the only positive way to develop the most
efficient and economical TV Antenna is by actual MOBILE RESEARCH LABORATORY TESTS combined with Expert Topology and

Channel Power Plotting.
If a distributor qualifies, Finca's research department assumes the
task of studying the specific, local reception problems. If the problems can possibly be solved the result is an exclusive Red -Hot,

High -Profit Hi -Performance Antenna For Your Area

-

y

FINCO®
often
imitated
is

...

the leader
always is!

Hundreds of FINCO research projects are now in process or already
completed, giving dealers and servicemen a big jump on their
competition. The total cost to your Jobber IS HIS COOPERATION
urge Your Jobber to write, wire or call FINCO TODAY!

...

THE FINNEY COMPANY

34 West Interstate Street

BEDFORD, OHIO

Telephone: BEdford 2-6161
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Installation Checks For Latest
How To Test and Adjust New Receivers
SERVICE MEfii who have 'had experience in installing .the 600 and 700
series color receivers will arid that the
chassis in the new line are equally
easy to install. In nióst cases it is
necessary only to degauss the receiver. In a few' cases it may be
necessary to touch up "'the center convergence or purity adjustments, as
outlined in this report.
Installation and servicing of the
new series receivers requires the same
test equipment as earlier models:
A degaussing. coil for purity correc-

tion.
A dot-bar -Crosshatch generator for

adjusting convergence.
A color -bar generator for checking

demodulator phasing, for checking the relative gains of the R -Y,
B -Y, and G -Y channels, arid for
other adjustments and troubleshooting applications.
A wideband 'scope, flat to 4 me,
for signal tracing and troubleshooting in the color circuits.
A vtvm and a high -voltage probe
for checking the adjustment and
operation of the high -voltage regulator circuit.

Preliminary Steps
In preparing the receiver for check

ing, the chassis must be placed in the
position and direction which it will
finally occupy. The receiver must then
be demagnitized with a degaussing -g
coil to aid in obtaining good. purity.
The following cheeks should be
made on each installatlgn job. These
checks are in addition. to the conventional checks° for height, width,

linearity, drive, centering, focusing,

from the rf tuner, or by removing a
tube from the if amplifier. The raster
should be examined for impure
(tinted or colored) areas. Impurities
usually show up most prominently in
the red field. The red field may be
viewed by biasing off the blue and
green guns with a switching device'
diagrammed in Fig. 1.
If there are impure areas in the
central portion of the red field, it will
be necessary to adjust the purifying
magnet, which is mounted on the
neck of the picture tube. If there are
impure areas at the edges, one must

adjust the corresponding edge -purity
magnets to eliminate the impure
areas.

Edge -Purity Magnets
The edge -purity magnets in the
new receivers are mounted around the
picture tube, several inches in front
of the deflecting yoke. Each magnet
assembly consists of two magnetized
hairpins which 'may be turned with
respect to each other to alter the
strength of the magnetic field, and
both hairpins may be turned together
to alter the direction of the field.
A Z-axis coil is; used in the new
chassis to aid in counteracting the
Z-axis effect of the earth's magnetic
field. This coil is energized momentarily by pressing a push button
which connects a 50-mfd capacitor
(charged to 270 v) to the coil. A
center -tapped potentiometer, identified as the Z -purity adjustment, is
eet'RCA 226X1.
,-.?Such as the RCA WR -46A.

etc,

Amu.

necessary adjustments should

4

be made in accordance with the ad-

CLIPS

RED

justle nt procedure in the manufacture
tureN service data for the particular

RED GRID

BLVE
BLUE GRID

GREEN

receiver.

GREEN GRID

4

SWISPSTTCHES

One should first obtain a clean
master by removing the if-link plug
SERVICE, OCTOBER, 1957

100,000 OHMS
(WATT

Convergence Checks

In the first step in the convergence
adjustment, one should tune in a
black-and -white program. The picture
should be inspected to see if there are
any noticeable color fringes around
the edges of objects and lettering.
If the;b4 are color fringes at the
center of the picture, the center convergence should be adjusted. Four
permanent-magnet adjustments are
proei$led for this purpose. Three of
these adjustments (one for the red
gun, one for the blue gun, and one
for the green gun) are in the converging -coil assembly which is mounted
on the neck of the picture tube. The
fourth magnet, identified as the
lateral magnet, is also mounted on
the neck of the picture tube.
Adjustment of center convergence
is all that is required in the majority
of ,installations to obtain good convergence over the entire picture, but
if there is an objectionable amount of
misconvergence in other areas of the
picture after center convergence has
been adjusted, it is necessary to, adjust
vertical or horizontal dynamic convergence.
,1
For all convergence adjustments a
suitable dot -bar-crosshatch pattern
generator' should be used.
To check gray -scale tracking, it is
also necessary to tune in a black -and white program and examine the highlights and lowlights in the picture.
The highlights should be untinted
white; the lowlights should be un tinted gray. If the highlights or lowlights are tinted, gray -scale tracking
(red, blue, and green screen and
background adjustments) should be
adjusted in accordance with the procedure specified in the service data.

RESISTORS

Purity Checks

26

FEET LONG

used to establish the direction and
intensity of current through the coil.

FIG.

SWITCHING CIRCUIT designed
to permit biasing off of one or two guns
in the color tube, when adjusting purity
or convergence.
1:

Color Operating Control Checks
Color receivers have only two new
customer operating controls. These

COLOR -TV Chassis
by J. R.

M

E

AG H

E

R,

Electron Tube Division,

RCA

controls are labeled tint and color in
the new series; the tint control is
equivalent to the hue control in earlier
models.

Fine Tuning Control: The finetuning control should be turned in
the direction which will put sound
slightly into the picture, thus producing a .9 -mc beat in the picture,
and then the control hould be
turned in the opposite direction
until the beat just disappears. If
the control is turned too far in this
direction, the colors will become
weaker, and continued rotatiñ in
the same direction will cause complete loss of color.
r

Color Control: The color control
should be adjusted to obtgjn a
natural and pleasing intensity of
color, neither too pale nor too vivid.
It should be possible to overload
and distort the colors by turning
the color control fully clockwise.

Tint Control: The tint control
should be adjusted to obtain
natural flesh tones on faces of persons in the picture. If the tint
control is turned slightly in one
direction from its correct position,
the flesh tones become bluish. If
the tint control is turned slightly
in the opposite direction, the flesh
tones become greenish. Correct
flesh tones should be obtained with
the tint control set at approximately
mid -position.
Killer -Threshold Adjustment Checks

direction until the colored snow just
disappears.
To check reception on each color
channel, if color is missing or weak
on one channel, but is satisfactory on
other color channels, one should try
orienting the antenna, or try a new
antenna. Also any traps, stubs, branch
lines, or. inductive-type multiple -set
couplers, which may be connected to
the transmission line, should be disconnected.
If the existing antenna is falling
apart from age, or if the transmission
line is rotted, a new antenna and a
new line should be installed, using a
type of antenna` recommended- for
color reception on the desired channels. An entenna rotor should be used
in those areas where the stations are
in different directions, and in areas of
multi -path reception where reflections
or ghosts are present.
If the receiver is operated from an
indoor antenna of a type which has
a tuning or switgh control; or an adjustable stub, the adjustment usually
has a marked effect on color reccetion.

In making these adjustments the
receiver should be switched to an
unoccupied channel. The contrast
control and the color control should
be turned fully clockwise. The killerthreshold adjustment should be
turned to produce colored snow in
the raster, and then this adjustment
should be turned in the opposite
Such as the RCA WR -61B.

HV Regulation Checks
To test the by regulation, a black and-white or color program should
be tuned in, and the brightness and
contrast controls turned over the=
°The reader is referred to the recently
published RCA Color Television Pict-O Guide for illustrated information on adjustment and troubleshooting procedures.

ranges in which they ; are normally
operated; the picture should not
bloom or go out of focus. The high voltage regulator circuit should
maintain the uïtor anode voltage substantially constant (at approximately
22,500 volts in the 800 series receivers) when the picture changes
from all-dark to all -light scenes, or
vice versa.

Phasing and Relative Gain Checks
In the unlikely event that the tints
or hues in color pictures are not
normal, it will be necessary to use a
suitable color-bar generator' to check

the phasing of the demodulators and
to check the approximate relative
gains of the R -Y, B -Y, ând G -Y channels. These checks can be made in
the home, without using a 'scope, by
means of the generator, as follows:
To check phase, the generator
should be connected to, the receiver,
adjusting bob.- the generator and the
receiver to obtain a,color-bar pattern
on the picture tube...
Using the switching circuit shown
in' Fig. 1, he bare and green guns
should be "biasi off, leaving only
the red gun operating. The tint control should be adjusted so the center
-Of bar number 6 has the same brightness as the adjacent spaces between
;th(ü bars. The tint control should be
left; in this position. Now the red and green guns should
be biased off, leaving only the blue
'Continued on page 49)
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wafer type and an insulated shell has
been added to the plug. The plug was
changed to accommodate the shell,
which acts as an electrical shield.

In addition, new components have
been :added to the chassis as indicated
in Fig. 1.

Improper Damping

FIELD AND SHOP

THE FUNCTION of the damper tube is
to eliminate the shock -excited oscil-

II
RF Chassis -Power

Supply Modifications to Reduce Motor Noise ..w

Cures for Improper Damping
Checks

.

.

...

Multirange Ohmmeter Accuracy

Remedies for Weak -Strong Station

.

Transistor Radios

.

.

.

Distortion

in

Tv Tuner Repair

PB0DUCTInv cHANc,Es to reduce phono
motor noise in Motorola chassis have
been made in the rf chassis and power
unit. The rf chassis and power units
made prior to these changes are not
interchangeable with those made after
the alteration. The new chassis and
corresponding power units have been
color coded with a red dot and numbered as follows:
Model 918-serial number greater
than 4600; models 919 and 919 HRserial number greater than 11050.
An rf chassis which has 'a red dot
on its power -cable connecting plug
requires the use of a power unit that
has a red dot adjacent to its power cable receptacle, and vice versa. (If
in doubt about the identification of a
power unit, check the power -cable
receptacle; if the power -cable receptacle has a grounding clip, then it is
to he used with a red dot chassis, and
eons e rselV'
icing these re, icer.. 0111
I,III
,lire that two

matching units are used (either color
coded or non-color coded). If a noncolor coded type is mistakenly used
with a color-coded type, continuous
fuse blowing will result.
In the modified receivers, the driver
transformer (T8) has been changed
to a new type which has a tapped
primary winding. The bottom section
of this transformer is connected to the
acceleration grid of the driver stage
and injects" an out -of -phase motor
noise pulse into the primary of the
driver transformer, thus eliminating
the motor noise existing in the B+
line. Choke L, has been eliminated,
and choke L8 has been changed to a
transformer -type and relocated into
the power unit chassis; resistor R28
and capacitor C. have been eliminated from the power unit chassis.
A grounding clip has been added to
the power receptacle on the power unit chassis; the plug used on the
power cable has been changed to a

s
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lation that occurs in the horizontal
output system during horizontal retrace. Since this function is performed
immediately after each horizontal retrace. the linearity of the left side of
the raster depends upon the damper
operation.,
Iu Westinghouse TV chassis_ the
horizontal linearity control
with capacitors C055 and C, constitute a phasing network. When
is correctly adjusted, the phase of
tl1e oc eoiriponent of the voltage from
across (',:,. is such that the ac component, sehen applied to the plate of
the output tube, compensates for any
non -linearity in the output circuit..
When C. is open, this compensating
voltage is removed, distortion results,
causing non-linearity of the horizontal
trace.

Resistor -Installation Notes
\VIlt:N INSTALLING resistors on the
terminal strip, one should allow
sufficient length to the leads; this will
prevent solder crystalization due to
prolonged overheating. Spaghetti used
on 'these leads should be of fiberglass
or other heat -resisting material. One
should never use the common soft
plastic spaghetti, as it will not stand

up under overheating.

Multirange -Ohmmeter Accuracy
Checks
BEST WAY to estimate the accuracy of a multirange ohmmeter is
to look at the pointer on the dc volt
scale and see what 3% of the full scale
reading corresponds to on the ohms
scale. Broadly speaking, one can expect that the ohms reading to be accurate within 7i.:1% small divisions on
the dc -voltage scale. This can readily
be transferred from one scale to the
other by eye, so as to estimate the accuracy.
For instance, if, on the direct scale
the reading is 20 ohms, which is opposite to 150 on the dc volts scale,
the accuracy will be between approximately 18 and 22 ohms, which
is
107. Aloving further up the
TITI?

-

RELAY
CONTROL,

GIT

,015 MFD
T

TONE

C IG

.001 MOO

FIG.

1:

(Left)

REVISED CIRCUITRY of Motorola

and 919 HR chassis with added components to reduce phono motor noise.

918
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scale to, say 60 ohms, the accuracy
will be from approximately 53 to
68 ohms, which is even wider deviation. At the lower end of the scale,
say a reading of 5 ohms, the accuracy
will be within 4.3 to 5.7 ohms. This
again is more than 10% deviation, and
the maximum accuracy of the ohmmeter is seen to be at the midscale
point, which is true of all ohmmeters.
A reading within ±10% at the best
position on the scale does not sound
very accurate, and it is for this reason that the accuracy of the ohms
scale is often omitted. Information
normally provided covers miçroammeter accuracy which, it is said, is.
within :t 2A and shunt and multiplier
accuracy, said to be within -.4. Yoú
are thus left to deduce the fact' that
the accuracy of all the ranges is somewhere within -1% and ±3%. However, a more critical examinátion will
show that these accuracies diImbine to
limit the ohms range to a...value of
10`. This is true of all Ohmmeter
ranges, and the reading _obtained
should never be trusted to a greater
accuracy than this. If resistors are
to be checked to a finer percentage,
such as 5% tolerance, the only solution is to use a proper resistance
bridge for the measurement.

L
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.SMFD
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WESTINGHOUSE. horizontal sweep circuit.

ditions. can;;result in sync buzz being
fed back from sync splitter to the
of amplifier. If this condition is encountered the high side of R;,,,7 should
be disconnected from +270 and reconnected to the junction of FL and
A few cases of 120 -cycle hum also
have been reported. This .has been
found to be due to a change in value
of, 'R502; 680 ohms. If this resistor
checks off value, it should be replaced.

Deflection-Yoke Failure

tion signals; an abnormal condition
obtains if; the circuit of those transistors whose bias is agc+ controlliecl.
Distortion only on ,weak stations
is most often due to unsatisfactory
operation of the detector. The diode
should have a slight initial forward
bias. A check should be made for
presence of this bias voltage, and one
should also check to see that polarity
does not reverse with signal and that
agc voltage with signal is of proper
polarity;'. base to emitter voltage

should decrease with increase of sig.

used in all current= Magnavox
chassis except the 19 series have been
found to fail because of puncture of the insulation, betweb) leads and,.
solder terminals.
These yokes -Can be repaired by.
splicing new leads in place of the
burned sections and installing a 1"
piece of insulated sleeving as shown
in Fig. 4.
YOKES

Cures for Weak or Strong -Station
Distortion in Transistor Radios
DISTORTION is present and
varies with the strength of the sta-
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in -warranty
returns of Magnavox 700584-6 tuners
has revealed that a number are returned as being shorted. Examination
of these shorted tuners has disclosed
that in a great many cases the short
has been caused by one of the rf
plate coils touching the low potential
end of R9. a 10,000-ohm resistor feeding +140 volts to the mixer stage.
When this happens, the 2200 -ohm
(RL3) resistor (outside the tuner)
burns. The repair necessary is to clear
the short by bending the coil away and
replacing

400 RINGING

nal.

Distortion on strong stations indicates that the transistors are being
driven to Cutoff by a strong agc voltage. On some pocket-size models an
overload diode is used to reduce the
gain of an if circuit only on strong
signals. One should therefore check
terminal voltages and the overload
diode, if such is used.
Transistor radios will not handle
large variations of signal as well as
vacuum-tube radios, and it may be
that on excessively stung signals the
best solution is t4 turn the radio so
(Continued on page 55)

t)

MODIFIED HIGH - VOLTAGE
FIG.
TRANSFORMER connecebns in Magnavox chassis. The agc keying pulse is now
obtained from the top of the horizontal
width coil.
3:
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yoke to prevent /cad -insulation puncture.
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CATALOGS -BOOKS
1740 Broadway, N. Y.
19, N. Y., has released two booklets: Industrial Tubes and
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC.,

Guide to Replacement. The Industrial Tubes booklet describes
the general characteristics of vacuum and beam power tubes,
rectifiers, thyratrons, magnetrons, mercury vapor rectifiers and
ignitrons. It also lists the maximum ratings of these types.
In addition, there are sections devoted to reliable and ruggedized tubes. The Guide to Replacement booklet lists the
basic designation, tube cla4s and various manufacturers' type
numbers for over one -hundred tubes in Syh ania's industrial
line.

*

4

#

Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y., has published
a 12 -page booklet describing the why, where and how of
industrial capacitor applications. Publication details units and
equipments available; discusses problems and solutions in
selection of industrial capacitors, and includes diagrams and
pictures.
`o
a
GENERAL ELECTRIC

e

division of Globe -Union, Inc., 900 E. Keefe
Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis., has . issued a 121 -page pocket
control guide (No. 6) witlistings on the latest replacement
controls. Feature of guide gre data on carbon and wire -wound
controls listed by ratings and part numbers, together with
taper curves. Guides are priced at 20 cents each.
CENTRALAB, a

C

C

C

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC., 33-00 Northern Blvd.,
Long Island City 1, N. Y., has released a 6 -page catalog

(form A5) describing the EICO line of high fidelity equipment in both kit and factory-wired form. Contains specifications on master control siteamp, 60 -watt ultra-linear power
amp, 50 -watt ultra-linePar --.power amp, 50 -watt ultra -linear
integrated amp, 20 -watt ultra -linear Williamson -type integrated amp, 12 -watt Williamson -type integrated amplifier and
a two-way speaker system.
NATIONAL APPLIANCEyTrade-In Guide Co., 2105
Sherman Ave., Madisorg Wis., has released the 1958 issue
of the TV Blue Book which features articles on servicing,
advertising and merchandising.

THE

ß

e

C

W. SAMS AND Co., INC., 2201 E. 46th St.,
Indianapolis, Ind., has issued volume nine in the Sams' audio
amplifier series. Presets photo coverage, schematics, parts
lists, voltage ,and resistance measurements and servicing information. Contains data on fifteen amplifiers, three preamplifiers, twelve tuners, and five custom radios produced during
1956. Contains 240 pages; priced at $3.95.
HOWARD

claim-backed

e

up by a solid majority
of independent set makers'who use them. Built to
one standard of quality-Blue Chip QualityMagic Mirror Aluminized Picture Tubes mirror
twice the light to create a picture twice as bright.
Tell your supplier yoo'd rather have Tung -Sol!

That's our

C

#

a

GENERAL TRANSISTOR CORP., 91-27 138th Place, Jamaica 35,
N. Y., has published bulletin G-120, which describes a line

of pnp and npn transistors for radio, rf, and if applications.
e

C

O

TuNc-SOL ELECTRIC, INC., 95 Eighth Ave., Newark 4, N. J.,
and Minnesota Television Service Engineers, Inc., have published a 20 -page Radio-TV Apprenticeship Standards Guide.
Copies are free to all Service Men and associations. They
may be obtained through local Tung -Sol jobbers or by writing
to TTLB, Special Services Department, P. O. Box 1321,

Indianapolis, Ind.

4

C

TUNG- SOL®

Magic Mirror Aluminized

O

Western Ave., Chicago 8, Ill.,
has announced the release of a 404 -page catalog listing over

f

27,000 items.

C

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC, INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales Offices:
Atlanta, Ga., Columbus, Ohio, Culver City, Calif., Dallas,
Tex., Denver, Colo.. Detroit, Mich., Irvington, N. J., Melrose
Park, Ill., Newark, N. J., Seattle, Wash.
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C

4900 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland 3, O. has published a 24 -page brochure and
course outline describing electronic industry employment reCLEVELAND IN TITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS,

quirements and opportunities.
*

PICTURE TUBES

30

4

ALLIED RADIO CORP., 100 N.

*

o

CBS-HYTRON, Danvers, Mass., has issued a 650-page

hand-

book with data on over 1000 tubes along with 300 curves for
current receiving and television picture tubes, regardless of
make. Abbreviated data are included for seldom -used tubes
of these types, as well as a variety of special-purpose tubes.
Data and curves for CBS semiconductors are also given.

ASSOCIATIONS
TSA,

Detroit, Mich.

THE SECOND ANNUAL MIDWEST Electronic Forum spon-

sored by Television Service Association, 8225 Woodward
Ave., Detroit 2, Mich. will be held in February, 1958.
The forum will cover technical lectures on b -w and
color television, radio, hi-fi, tape recorders and industrial
electronics.
RTG, Long Island, N. Y.

the Radio and
Television Guild was held recently.
Pete Langer of Sylvania was the featured speaker.
He covered the technical aspects of servicing Sylvania's
1958 TV receivers.
At an earlier executive meeting, a group-insurance
program was discussed. Tentative plans call for a study
of accident, health, income protection and life forms
of coverage for possible use by the guild and its
membership.
THE FIRST FALL TECHNICAL meeting of

EST

R

ESFETA, New York

Electronic
FEDERATION
Of
Technicians Associations, Inc., held a meeting recently in
Ithaca, New York, with Ben DeYoung, representing
Ithaca, acting as host member.
Among those at the session was NATESA eastern
vice president Bert Lewis, representing Rochester.
George Carlson, ESFETA secretary, reported that
Jamestown's self -certification program has been very
effective where individual members advertised association membership, and general promotion of the plan
obtained.
The next meeting of ESFETA has been scheduled
for Nov. 10 in Rochester, N. Y. Robert LeMay, president'
of the Rochester group will be host.
THE

EMPIRE

TEN

STATE

YEARS AGO IN SERVICE

THE RADIO TECHNICIANS GUILD of Rochester, N. Y., announced a two-day meeting featuring talks on FM, TV, tubes
and business management.... The first organization meeting

of the State°-of New York Federation of Radio Technicians
A twice -a -month newspaper advertising camhas held.
paign listing association members was set up by the Radio
and Electronic Technicians Association of Indiana, Inc. .
Officers of RETA were John Lackrnan, president; John Davies,
vice president; and Charles Palmer, publicity director. Robert
.

.

.

.

.

Tate, Harold Gibson, Carlton Kindig, Charles Palmer and
The Long
Claude High were on the board of directors.
Beach, Calif., Radio Technicians Association conducted a
drive for old TV sets for use in apprentice training at schools
and boys clubs. Wes Farrell was president of the association;
John J. Sawyer, vice president; Verne Preston, secretary;, and
Clare Reese, treasurer. Directors included P. N. Nibbelin,
.
. The
M. E. Mattox, H. M. McNeil and R. J. Hayden.
Radio Technicians Association of Huntington, W. Va., announced membership requirements: Two ears' experience
in active servicing and a written examination of ten questions
where the passing grade was 80%.... First circuit report on
if systems used in prewar and postwar TV receivers was
published in SERVICE.... Over 100,000 TV receivers ( mostly
10 -inch type) were reported to be in operation. . . Les A.
Thayer of Belden Manufacturing Co. was elected chairman
of the Association of Electronic Parts and Equipment
Manufacturers in Chicago.

...

.

.

ERY
ET
All Tung -Sol radio, TV or Hi Fi tubes are engineered to one standard of quality --Blue Chip
Quality. Whether they're for famous set makers
or leading service dealers, Tung -Sol Tubes are
identical in design and performance. Tell your
supplier you'd rather have Tung -Sol! _.

heitf,-24_.(-2,41;

TUNG-SOL°
RECEIVING TUBES
TUNG-SOL makes All Glass Sealed Beam Largps, Miniature Lamps
Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio:1V and Special Purpose
Electron Tubes and Semiconductor Products.
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THIS MONTH IN

BOOM INCLOSED -CIRCUIT TV OPERATION --The increasing use of closed-circuit TV, and its
widening scope of application, is writing.a new chapter on the television scene.
Today CC -TV, 'which basically concerns TV signals confined to cable circuits for reception by interconnected receivers, is serving many business, industrial, educational,
entertainment, religious, professional, and municipal activities. Current interest
ip CC-TVIranges from apartment houses and banks, t't theatres and toll -TV cable sys:a; conomic means of
::tems...
CC -TV is pr thriding many schools and colleges with
`'giving graphic instruction to different classes, often in différentuildings, at the
same time. In several places, it is bringing educational programs from the schools to
CC -TV business uses include facing ä'ì talking to replocal community centers.
resentatives throughout the country without any of them leaving their home cities,
linking stockholders' meetings in different cities, verifying signatures of bank cusIndustrial
tomers, watching for poachers on parki3,g lots, and even baby sitting.
CC -TV use covers inspecting manual and mechanical operations, watching heat and pressure gauges, detecting unnecessary `chimney smoke, locating trouble in equipment,
In transportation, CC -TV applications
monitoring entrance gates .and yard traffic.
are broad, ,Loo;'rai;roads are using closed circulets to check car numbers and inspect
freight-carrupninggear in switchyards; to speed*ssuance of reservations and tickets
at passenger stations, -and to police gradecrossings., Airportsemploy CC -TV to check
aircraft, watch planes take off and land and to provide waiting passengers with inA number of hotels and apartment
formation'abotìt plane arrivals and departures.
houses now' offer guests free non -broadcast video entertainment and other programs via
closed circuit:
w`'ì
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

_

WHERE CC -TU 0P$RATIOÑis.confined to a single building, interior cables can be installed
to connect up Several rooms. Or it can be strung outside tolink a group of buildings.
In more extended operations, because of :the. cost factor, the cable is not usually
buried inthe ground; as are most of the common carrier coax lines.In such cases, the
private cable is, under a mutual rental or other -arrangement, normally suspended on
poles wh'lth carrylocal power and telephone linés,.;or ón poles erected for
the

the'same`
purpose.;

ASSOCIATIONS COOPERAT
IN UHF FIELDIrESTS--Affiliated groups in NATESA are cooperating with TASO.(Televiei
Alldcations'Study Organization) in a serifs of'.home-observaion field tests, which began .a short while ago in tae south and midwest.
In the
¡I -south; a team of association members have been heilping crews check reception from two
Baton Roug TV stations--WAHF-TV; operating on c annc1 28*and WBRZ (TV) operating on
In these studies measurements of field sire*gth outside the home are
channel 2.*;
token at the -same time that observations in the.ho e are being made by Service Men and the
f'awer,iq an attempt to find"a correlatiouWet e
he streligth of TV signals as actually
neasur d ape d the degree of satisfactory servic
c ivedyon typical home receivers.
ehe Ate is:$n_ then midw,est were conducted in Madison, Wiséonsin.'
.

.

.

.

.

.

G.1

RE-TTJBÊ

ylafe

.

lit

.

IFE STUDY UNDER WAY BY STANDAR BRAND MANUFACTURER --An investigation of
and performance efficiency lbf standar brand picture tubes as compared to
,,L.Me
types is now being conducted bee leading t e makere
Preliminary tests have
in« s,ted thr.t the extreme precautions taken b
andare brand plant research, productioe and test result in not only a substantial.
ereaseen tube life, adding thousands
of hours in'many cases, but performance values

,,..p

144

.

.

.

TUBES-TESTED-B.Y-EXPERTS PROMOTION SET-ZA romoAin ampaign, aimed at helping independent Servicé Men'inform the public abo
the impo ance of having tubes tested jy
has been introduced.
This c
paigfî
tress that only a trained Service
Man using reliable electronic test equipm: nt can make an accurate analysis of the conditions of receiving_ tubes.
The pro
tion points out that unskilled attempts of
radio aid TV set owners to fix it themselv!s can result in damage to the receivers.

ets
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Selection of 3 each of
7 fasteihoving tc s all with
t regu111rful cushit grips-al

1' any
:.

lar prices.

L'
Zoci0,-(-teme
/

2

Colorful F/we Dis ay Board.

3. Complete set ofegul$e hanger
peg board hracke free with ever3Rainbow Line -pll pú4'chase

Brackets vaiued

$12.00-

taking this treasure
route of the Rainbow Line

P0on'1 miss

EUY THE FINEST

BUY KFiAEUTER

BUY AMERICAN

AS MODERN AS TOMORROW,

;'

-

-

3_

.raeacter & cò,ine.
'OR 100 YEARS THE FINEST IN HAND TOOLS 1860.1960

NEWARK.N. J.

Take Your Pick

of Kraeuter Rainbow Displays
r
RADIO & ELECTRONICS

There's

ea. of Short Jaw Nose Cutting Pliers 71
" Long Needle or Snipe Nose Pliers 1621
" Curved Needle or Snipe Nose Pliers 1631
" rior, ^hain Needle Nose Pliers 1641
" " " Long Chain Needle Nose Pliers 1661
" Radio & Ignition Nose Cutting Pliers 1663
" " Tongue -N -Groove Joint Pliers 710
" Extra Long Chain Nbse Pliers 1781
" Electricians' Side Cutting Pliers.1830
"Oblique" Cutting Pliers 4501
IIII "" Diagonal
Diagonal "Oblique" Cutting Pliers 4501
" Diagpnal "Oblique" Cutting Pliers 4501
" Heavÿ Duty Diagonal Cutting Pliers 4610
" Diagonal Ca'ting Pliers-Needle Point 5601

a

List
R*

3

8

" "

6 Y
51A G

with every one

5

R

B
Y
10 R
6

6

7

0

'r

Y

4% B
5 0
6 R
7 G
5 R

each
3.95
2.85
3.25
2.85
3.15
3.25
3.60
3.75
3.25
2.50

2.75
3.10
3.10
3.50

List

Profit to retailer
Peg Board Display & 14 Brackets

MILL SUPPLY
3

I

ea. of Short Gjiain Needle Nose Pliers 1641
" Long Chain Needle Nose Pliers 1661
" " Long Chain Needle Nose Pliers 1671
" Extra Long Chain Nose Pliers 1781
"
Linenen's Side Cutting Pliers 1801
" " Electricians' Side Cutting Pliers 1830
" Electricians' Side Cutting Pliers 1830
"
"

"
"
"

"
" "

"
"
"
"
"
"

FREE
List

'

5 R*
6 B
6 G
7 0

each
2.85
3.15
2.60

3.75

8% Y 4.50
6M 0 2.90
8B

End Cutting Nippers 1850
Diagonal "Oblique" Cutting Pliers 4501
Diagonal "Oblique" Cutting Plies 4501
Diagonal "Oblique" Cutting Pliers 4501
Heavy Duty Diagonal Cutting Pliers 4610
Tongue -N -Groove Joint Pliers 710
"Griptite" Combination 356

R
4%B
7

5 O
6 R
7 G

10 R
6 O

3.70
3.60
2.50
2.75
3.10
3.10
3.00
2.30

List

43.80

,

1r

HARAWARf

It

II

"
"
"

"

''
"
II

" "

"
"

"
" "
" "

BUY THE FINEST
BUY KRAFUTER

"

BUY AMERICAN

"
"
"

.

List

5R*

each

2.85

6.B

Total
List
8.55

3.15
2.30
3.75
4.50
2.90
3.60
2.50
2.75
3.10
3.10
3.50
2.90
3.00

9.45
6.90
11.25
13.50
8.70
10.80
7.50
8.25
9.30
9.30
10.50
8.70
9.00

»

á

Need Nose Pliers 1641
Long Chain Needle Nose Plier§ 1661
"Griptite"Combination Pliers 356
Extra` Long Chain Nose Pliers 1781
Linemen's Side Cutting Pliers 1801
Electricians' Side Cutting P1ie 4830
End Cutting Nipper 1850
Diagonal "Oblique" rutting-Pliers 4501
Diagonal "Oblique" Cutting FEïers 4501
Diagonal "Oblique" Cutting Pliers45
Heavy Duty Diagonal Cutting Pliers" 10
Gripping & Cutting Pliers. 2018
Button's Pattern Pliers 1811
Tongue -N -Groove Joint Pliers 710

ea. of Short 'Chain

'

.

6

0
0

7
81A

Y

6% 0
7

R

4% B
..

5 O
6 R
7 G

712 R
8 0
10 R

fist

st'to retailer

AS MODERN AS TOMORROW

,irueuter & eo., i
+00 YEARS THE FINEST IN

r

ofit to retailer'

Peg Board gsplgy & 14 Brackets

NEWARK.N. J.

code:
-Red, Y -Yellow,

447 qlor
1?

B -Blue, O -Or: nge

G-Cen,
'

8.55
9.45
7.80
11.25
13.50
8.70
11.10
10.80
7.50
8.25
9.30
9.30
9.00
6.90

FREE

Peg BoardWr splay & 14 Brackets

" "

Total
List

131.40
87.60

Cost to retailer
Profit to re filer

3

11.85
8.55
9.75
8.55
9.45
9.75
10.80
11.25
9.75
7.50
8.25
9.30
9.30
10.50

134.55
89.70
44.85

Cost to retailer

?

Total
List

Alterrfato Pacl...ges are available in 6 each
of any 7 toci "r'ed in the Hardware, Mill
Supply and Radio -Electronics assortments.

131.70
87.80

43.90

FREE

Amplifier Stages For VHF TV Tuners

AF

How Pentode -Tuner Amplifiers Operate

... Circuit

And Tube Conditions Which Affect Cascode And

f encode RF-Amplifier Performance

Balun
,

1

Tuned Circuit

pi Network

1

RF

Amplifier

by WAY 'NE S, RI,AI_

I

t.'.

Kt,

,'J

`

Application 'Engineer, Elec,trgnic Tube Div.,
..-}+kiX'pA

.

Westinghoese

Efer.tri*

or

-

.

AGC

FIG.

1:

ANTENNA matching network and its relation to tuner circuitry.

series-cascode
amplifiers, which employ a pi -network, obtain this net by way of the
output capacity -to -ground of the
grounded -cathode stage, the coil, and
the input capacity -to-ground, of the
grounded -grid stage. Most tuner manufacturers select a value of coil inductance such that -the pi network
will resonate sligbtl'y. above the
highest i/i f channel.
AnoTher peculiarity, typical
series cascode amplifiers, is the
method of establishing grid bias re
the grounded -grid stage. Several cir cuit configurations are used.`
Another condition, peculiar to the
series-caseode circuit, is that dual
triodes containing very low heater-'
cathode leakage must be used,
because the cathode of the gröùnded-" "
grid stage is above 100-v 1jºrfsitteek*'
TUNED

CIRCUITS

ill

'ò

respect to thé heater. With
modern dual triodes designed for its.
code use, this problem :'has not, bete
xvith

serious.--

Several types of sharp cutoff triodes
are- available (for cascode operation:
cascode transepnductax1ces vdfÿ between 8,000 and 10,000. umhos at -1-e..
bias on the input section. These
tubes are the BQ7A, BZ7; BK`tA
BS8 in the order of magnitude of
increasing cascode GM's. Also- a remote' cutoff cascode tube (the BC8)
is available with a -1-v bias cascode.
GM of near 10,300 umhos.. The
larger tuner manufacturers require il
sharp -cutoff caseode';''tube, because
most tuners are to be used with TV
receivers- employing simple age bias
systems. Also, tuner designers say
tha,b leis. variation of caseode stage
input -conductance occurs with sharp

-k

'.ter.
" cel'
-f tubes, although fhi statement
Ì

u

never been truly

eva1ated,,

ue'Pntly two new c nal=triodes have
.,nnouncecl.. for cascode-tuner..
bcuse; 'these have been especially delow B+ operation (cas sigr

coúe' B + of. 125 voäs) `+bpl)ytubes
(the 4BX8 and 613X8-) are of great
value_ .where higl>.; gain, low Boise,
tuner rf amplifiers are desired for low
B+ operatic ..
.

r--.

L

entótle-Tuner' lanplifiers

The- ,nain rAasuns for' using pentoddytuner rf ämplifiersy are cost and
available. supply voltage. ]aen ,jeit are
Ally used in Ice.' :ost B+ -receißrs.
As stated earlier,' the principal di -advantage. -of tuner ,pentodes is

output.

'

Some other inherent characteristics
.of the pentode are:

(i) They operate
ThIS.nètviork is provided
to satisfy Underwriters

f

/regulations
220,000
Ohms

300

Ohm

Input

220,000
Ohms

330 Mmfd
FIG.

2:

-

(Continued on page 54)

3G

TYPICAL TUNER ".put circuit using

gaen`.`'

(2) Neutralization
table operation with e uned
(.3)
grid circuits can -be achieved.
V The input impedancevaries
greatly with age -voltage variation.
(5) They 'are noisier than triodes.
One toise. source ill a pentode (as
in a triode) is' due4to shot effect. The
pentode ,has an additional noise
source called partition noise which is
due to irregularities ih the division of
is

330 Mmfd

Ilot'r'

at high

a

matct9ng transformer.

'Vfi'F H F
SERVICE, Augn..t
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ASTRON

CAPACITORS ARE

' '

mS,

born protected
TM

TO INSURE REAL STAYING -POWER

AFTER INSTALLATION
From the first conception of design, Astron's
protection insures highest capacitor quality and
reliability.
Only the very finest of raw materials pass
Astron's "Selected Purchasing System." Time -proven
production techniques assure "surgically clean"
assembly. Meticulous quality controls are strictly
enforced
over 10 separate production line tests
are performed, plus a 100% final inspection of
every unit before shipment!
Astron's climatic protection processes are many
. . each
designed to guard the quality of Astron
capacitors against moisture and temperature long

...

.

after installation.

The Astron "Staminizing" method of manufacture guarantees you a "no -call-back" capacitor
with real staying power!
Remember your reputation is our business. Build
it, guard it, protect it . .
Buy Astron Capacitors
... they're born protected.
.

FREE

SAFETY MARGIN

"SM"

Servicing Aid

Save time, use handy Astron pocket-size Replacement and Pricing Guide (AC -4D)

Write Today!

MINIMITE'

*Trade -mark
CERAMIC CASED TUBULAR TYPE AP

CORPORATION
155 GRANT AVENUE
Expel Di.Ic;on Rods

36
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Antenna Replacement With All-Channel Types
for reception of additional channels
that might be allotted.
A single all -channel antenna was
selected for the test and installed on
the same site location as the cut -for -

channel array used previously;
Superior results were immediately
noted. Not only was it possible to
tune in more stations with consistency,
but the quality of pictures from the
familiar statons was better and the
signal strength from the others was
.

ANTENNA DIGEST

UHF -VHF
DESIGN

APPLICATION

SEVERAL MONTHS AGO a field -engineering crew conducted a study
investigating the replacement of old
worn-out antenna installations with
This
exact-replacement antennas.'
study revealed that severe performance deterioration takes place in an
antenna installation over a period of
from four to six years, and that
marked improvement can be achieved
through replacement of the antenna,
leadin and allied accessories.
The exploratory tests showed that
exact replacements, antenna type for
antenna type, provided substantial
increases in gain, e.g., 7 db for channel 3 and 3.2 db for channel 8. The
two TV stations involved in this performance check were slightly over
fifty miles from the reception point.
The original, as well as the replace -

INSTALLATION

SERVICE

ment antennas, employed in the old versus -new project were 5 -element
yagis for the lowband station and 10 element yagis for the highband station, with separate leadins for each
antenna and manual selection used
to switch from one antenna or the
other. Installations of this type were
very common up to approximately
four or five years ago.
Shortly after this survey was completed, it was decided to find out
what improvements would obtain if
the existing cut -for -channel antennas
were replaced with an all -channel
model which could provide not only
more gain, but full coverage of the
stations now in the area, and prepare
'TACO Report,

SERVICE;

July, 1957.

very satisfactory.
Not only did the study disclose that
improved performance resulted when
new type antennas were installed, but
other advantages' prevailed, too. It
was possible to eliminate antenna
switching, since one antenna provided
multi-station pickup. The single antenna also removed the complex and
unattractive multiple system setup;
the mast now could be supported
more firmly.
The original cut-for -channel installation had used a chimney mount to
- provide sufficient rigidity for the topheavy installation. When the elements
and feed contacts of the old antenna
were inspected they were found to
be heavily coated with soot which
had begun to erode the metal. It was
also found that the high -mast chimney
installation often vibrated so violently
that the vibration rumble was transmitted to all the walls of the house.
To overcome these problems the
single antenna was mounted directly
(Continued on page 53)
IMO

MOBILE TEST laboratory with an -channel vhf antenna used
to study res.is ob-

tained w,th newer
Types and cut -for
channel
made

installations
several

years

ago.

ANODIZED TV ANTENNA now available
in single or stacked arrays. Anodizing is
said to provide long-term sealing of the
aluminum surface pores against corrosive
elements. Antennas incorporate an improved paddle design on the driven di-

for greater bandwidth. (Models
and G2570; Technical
Y
Appliance Corp., Sherburne,

poles

G2540, G2550, G2560

1,4

)

$Based on an investigation conducted
by the field -engineering department of the
Technical Appliance
Corporation.
SERVICE, OCTOBER, 1957
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SPECIALLY PRICED DURING OCTOBER

TIMED RIG/IT

SAVE
SPRKK1.EE.N

sP,1lac

FOR YOUR

KLEE"
.

5,149141"/

BIG Ti'
SERVICE
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No. 8666X

SPRA-KLEEN
2 CANS FOR =I89Fr
VALUE $2.40
special thi; month

2 CANS
SEE

YOUR G -C JE

$1.89
HER NOW!

NOW, WHEN YOU NEED IT, is the time
to stock up on G -C SPRA-KLEEN
the
easy -to -use electrical contact cleaner and
lubricant in the power spray can. Brushless,
clean, convenient
SPRA-KLEEN makes
servicing easier. Buy now and save during
this special sale!
FREE G -C CATALOG... send postcard today!

...

...

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO.
Civisior of Textron
400 SOUTH WYMAN

21 -inch

STREET

Color-TV

oitinued from page 21)

voltage -dividing network is on a separate mounting board to which the
picture -tube socket is also attached.
The sync circuits arc fed from the
plate circuit of the first video stage
arid consist of a sync separator and
a sync -output stage which perform
normal functions. As in past deluxe
models, these color receivers employ
a noise inverter circuit to insure sync
stability.
Sync information is fed from the
38
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plate of the first video amplifier to
the grid of the sync separator. Any
noise impulse appearing in the video
plate circuit will also appear in the
cathode circuit. The cathode of the
noise inverter is connected to the first
video amplifier cathode; thus, when
the grid voltage of the noise inverter
is preset by the noise -inverter control
any noise appearing at the cathode
will appear amplified (above the preset level) at the plate of the noise
inverter. This is opposite in polarity
to the same noise pulse appearing
at the plate of the first video amplifier. The output of the noise inverter

and the output of the first video
amplifier are connected to the grid
of the sync separator, and since the
polarities of the two noise pulses are
opposite at the common point, the
noise is cancelled. As mentioned, the
noise inverter control sets the level at
which the noise inverter operates. It
should be adjusted so that over -cancellation does not take place. This
would affect sync and cause the set
to lock-out of synchronization.
The agc circuit uses the triode section of the 6AW8A first video amplifier. The tube is keyed into conduction by a pulse from the horizontal
output transformer. AGC voltage is
applied to the grids of the first and
second picture if amplifiers and the
grid of the rf amplifier.

Preset AGC System
The age system in this new line
differs from previous color receivers
in that the age control is preset at
the factory and normally requires no
adjustment. If adjustment should be

required it is recommended that a
meter or other indicating device be
connected to terminal D of the printed circuit video board' and the age
control adjusted to show a reading
of 10 volts p -p at this point. If the age
control is not adjusted in this manner it is possible to degrade color
renditions.
The horizontal oscillator and control stages consist of a modified synchroguide circuit using a 6CG7 dual
triode. A stabilizing pulse is applied
to this circuit from the age pulse line
from the horizontal output transformer. Horizontal hold is controlled
by adjusting the core of the horizontal -frequency coil.
The 6DQ5 horizontal-output tube
incorporates, in its grid circuit, the
bias supply for the noise inverter and
brightness controls. Horizontal drive
is regulated by a 250,000 -ohm potentiometer in the output circuit of
the horizontal oscillator. Another convenience feature for the Service Man
is that adjustment of the horizontal drive control is usually unnecessary.
The horizontal -output transformer is
the source for horizontal pulses for
agc, color killer, horizontal convergence, horizontal retrace blanking,
burst keying in the chrominance circuits, and horizontal -sweep deflection.
Other functions in the horizontal output circuit include; High voltage
(22,500) for the picture -tube ultor
anode, through a 3A3 rectifier and
a 6BK4 shunt regulator tube; a focus rectifier type 1V2, and the 6AU4GTA
damper. B+ boost voltage is also
supplied from the horizontal -sweep
output circuit. Adjustment for high

B&K

famous

With New

Adapter, t

an
Repairs Color

CRT

Now Also
Tubes

Picture
d 110°

Tests

CRT 400 PROVES REAL MONEY-MAKER
Thousands of servicemen today make money
and keep customer good -will by checking and
correcting b&w picture tube troubles with the
famous B&K CRT 400, right in the home without
removing tube from set. Restores emission and
brightness. Repairs inter -element shorts and open
circuits. Checks leakage. Indicates picture quality
customer can expect. Life Test checks gas content
and predicts remaining useful life of picture tube.
Makes new picture tube replacement sales easier!
*5
Net,
Model 400 (without adapter)

$59

NEW MODEL C40 ADAPTER DOUBLES VALUE OF B&K.CR1

Designed for use with all B&K Models 400 and'
350 CRT's. Makes it easy tp test and rejuvenate TV
color picture tubes and 110° picture tubes. Isolates
and detects difficult color troubles. Tests and
rejuvenates each gun of the color picture tube
separately the same way as a black & white tube.
Net, 5995
Model C40 Adapter
See your B&K distributor,

or write for Bulletin 400-C40-

S

Makers of CRT, DYNA-OUIK, DYNA-SCAN and CALIBRATOR

MANUFACTURING CO.

B & K

3726 N. Southport Ave.

FIG.
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Chicago 13, Illinois

(Left)
sound -system developed for the RCA CTC7
of
the
DIAGRAM
SCHEMATIC
co'or-TV chassis.

for the plate circuit of the second

voltage is provided by a variable resistor in the grid circuit of the shunt
regulator.
Vertical sweep deflection is accomplished by one triode section of a
6CG7 used as the vertical oscillator
and a 6AQ5A vertical -output stage.
The vertical -output circuit, besides
providing vertical -sweep deflection.
also provides vertical -retrace blanking

video amplifier, and from the cathode
of the vertical output tube, voltage
used in the vertical - convergence
circuits.

Chrominance Circuitry
The chrominance circuits in this
new chassis consist of two handpass
"P\ß'400

amplifiers, two demodulators, and
single amplifier stages for each of the
three primary color -difference signals.
The first bandpass amplifier, using
the pentode section of a 6UA8, is
coupled to the plate of the first video
amplifier. The bandpass amplifiers are
tuned to accept only that portion of
the video signal containing the color
(Continued on page 4(1)
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Picture of a smart TV technician
making a dollar a minute
on his way back from lunch /
21-:nch Color -TV
(Continued from page 39)

signal information (the region of
3.58 -mc above the picture carrier)
and pass the color -signal information
to the demodulators. The demodulator section uses a 12AZ7 dual triode.
The chrominance signal is fed from
the second bandpass amplifier to the
grids of the two triodes. Each triode
operates independently, with one section as the X demodulator and the
other as the Z demodulator; X and
Z are arbitrary designations given to
the demodulation axes, which in this
ins;: -e are separated by 57.5°.
By the process of synchronous detection the modulator plate voltages
vary in amplitude, continuously proportional to the amplitude and phase
of the chrominance signal.
The output of the X demodulator
i:; fed to the grid of the R -Y matrix

amplifier, one triode section of a
12BH7A, and from plate of this tube
to the red grid of the picture tube. The
output of the Z demodulator is applied to the B -Y matrix amplifier,
one triode section of a 12BH7A, and
from the plate of this tube the blue
color difference signal is applied to
the blue grid of the picture tube. By
applying a portion of the output of
both demodulators to the cathode of
the two mentioned matrix amplifiers,
and adding a third triode having its
grid at ac ground potential, and a
common cathode resistor for the three
matrix amplifiers, the G -Y color difference signal is developed in the
plate circuit of the third triode. The
G -Y (green) color difference signal
is applied to the green grid of the
picture tube.
In order for the demodulators to
operate, a locally -developed subcarrier reference signal must he applied.

"Naturally... it's the
GOLD

Twilight Antenna

by Winegard Co.
,ot.
BURLINGTON, IOWA"

This is accomplished by the crystal
controlled 3.58 -mc oscillator, a 6UA.
Output from this oscillator is applied
to the cathode of the demodulators,

the proper phase being determined
by the crystal and the reactance control tube.
Color synchronization is obtained
by developing a signal which matches,
exactly in frequency and phase, the
color synchronization signal (burst).
This is accomplished by feeding the
burst signal from the output of the
first bandpass amplifier to the grid
of the burst amplifier. A horizontal
pulse from the horizontal-output
transformer is delayed to coincide
with burst time in the composite
transmitted signal. This follows the
horizontal sync pulse at a predetermined time; thus by delaying the
pulse fed to the burst amplifier grid,
the tube conducts only at the time
burst is present. Burst is then ampli-
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DYNAMIC CONVERGENCE and power supply circuitry of RCA CTC7 color -TV chassis.
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fled and fed through a transformer
to the phase detectors, two diode sections of a 6BN8. At the same time, a
portion of the subcarrier-reference

signal from the local 3.58 -mc oscillator is fed to the phase detectors. Any
variation between the phase of burst
and the phase of the local 3.58 -me
oscillator results in an error voltage
across R;_ïs and IL -A. The error
voltage is fed to the reactance control
tube which effects the necessary
phase correction in the 3.58 -mc oscillator. As the 3.58 -mc oscillator is
driven to the correct phase (to match
burst phase), the correction voltage
in the phase detector drops to zero
and the color signals are demodulated
in proper phase. When this happens,
color synchronization takes place because the phase of burst and the
phase of the locally -generated 3.58 -me
subcarrier are the same; thus the
color signal information can be demodulated to produce the original
colors transmitted. All colors will appear in the picture in the same places
and proportions as they do in the
scene being televised.
Automatic control of the chrominance level is effected by applying a
rectified version of the amplified burst
signa] to the grid of the first bandpass
amplifier. Operation of the automatic
chroma control circuit can be compared roughly with age operation. As
the burst signal increases in amplitude, the burst voltage from the output of the burst amplifier increases.
This increased burst voltage, when
rectified by one of the diodes of the
phase detector, produces an increase
in the bias voltage that is applied to
the grid of the bandpass amplifier,
and as a result, the stage provides less
gain and thus limits the amplification
of the color signal to the predetermined level.
A decrease in the received burst
level would result in the opposite effect. Less burst would result in less
bias at the grid of the first bandpass
amplifier, more gain in this stage, and
the color signal would be amplified
to the predetermined level.
By this means, the color picture
remains at a constant level regardless
of variations in the strength of the
transmitted burst signal.
The color killer circuit in this new
chassis cuts off the second bandpass
amplifier during the absence of the
color synchronization signal -( burst) ;
thus color will appear in the picture
only when a color signal -is being
received.
A portion of the output of the 3.58 mc subcarrier oscillator is fed to the
(Continued on page 44)

WHEN A FINGER TIP WILL DO THE JOB FOR YOU...
How many times have you had to lift and turn a big
chassis in order to get the light correctly focused so that
you could make a solder connection ...or look for a
broken lead? All this extra work can now be eliminated
if you put a LUXO LAMP above your bench.

This remarkable lamp directs all the light where
you want it. With just the touch of a finger, you
can raise, lower, turn or tilt it to any angle ...
get just the desired focus, direction and intensity
of light. Comfortable to work under, too, because
it eliminates reflections and disturbing shadows
... and provides glare -free illumination.
APPROVED BY UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES,

INC.

Ask for LUXO-if you want the BEST!
YOUR JOBBER HAS

LAMP CORPORATION
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

IT

TUCKAHOE, N.Y.

MONTREAL, QUEBEC

gee/

efferivei

KESTER
'RESIN-FIVE
CORE

SOLDER
THE BEST FOR TV-RADIO WORK
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

...

-Kelter "Resin -Five"

--

Core Solder is better and faster than any solder ever
job on
developed. It has an activated flux -core that does a perfect
all metals including zinc and nickel -plate. The flux residue
is absolutely non-corrosive and non-conductive.
Printed Circuit Soldering

Available in all practical Tin -Lead
Alloys; 40/60, 50/50 and 60/40 in
diameters of s/j?', 146 364
others.

14!" and

On Copper -etched boards
use 60% Tin -40% Lead
for those that
Alloy

...

are Silver -surfaced use
3% Silver -6112% Tin

-

35!2% Lead

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
4248 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois

NeWark 5, New Jersey, Brantford, Canada
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YOUR INSTALLATION VOLUME CAN BE GREATER!
switched to Channel Master and featured the
famous T -W antenna. In fact, far more T -W
antennas are bought than any other fringe area
antenna. There must be good reasons for this.
Below are listed but a few of them.

If you're not a Channel Master Dealer you are
probably not getting your share of the really
profitable antenna installation business. Hundreds
of dealers have doubled and even tripled their
antenna sales in less than one year when they
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How much installation
business are you

losing every week?

...because you don't feature the
CHANNEL MASTER®

'ur

-

Put these extra selling advantages to work for you!

Superior

-

----___--

ORMANCE !

PEI
Outperforms any all -channel
antenna ever made! Revolutionary "Traveling Wave" design delivers highest
front -to -back ratios (better than10:1)-- top gain over the entire VHF range.

Stronger COms°ffiCTION Super -strong in every detail
of construction: Twin -Boom- the only antenna with full length
crossarms;
Super -Nests - the most powerful grip that ever held an antenna to
the mast; Line -Lok - absorbs all transmission line tension; 7/16" dia. elements.
Bigger NATIONAL ADVERTISING !More than 75,000,000
2

2

advertising messages in America's leading national magazines. Now saturation
coverage with big -space ads blanketing 173 prime outdoor antenna markets.

LIVE LEADS

galore!

Tens of thousands have already
responded to Channel Master's Free "Antenna Check -Up Kit" offer
"epeated in new national ads. Based on experience, 50% and more
- of these leads are converted into actual sales

-

-

Local CO-OP ADVERTISING !

The most liberal
advertising allowance in the industry so you can run your own
local promotions. Channel Master dealers have the widest array of mats,
radio and TV spots, and display materials.

-

Promoting ANTENNA REPLACEMENTS !
Channel Master's national advertising hammers home the theme
antenna obsolescence - opening new markets for you!
t

model no.

354-1
including:

2-element T -W
Combination 4 ft. it P/4"
aluminum mast and Universal
Tripod Mount
3 Mounting

Nails with Neoprene sealing
washers
SO' 80 mil wire

6-3yí"Standouts
I

Standout Strap.

r

of

Call your Channel Master distributor

now!

e Ree Us Pa, Cr.. and Canada

NEW "INSTALL -IT -YOURSELF" ANTENNA KIT
featuring new 2 ELEMENT f-i _/ Ai TrteiNA

A COMPLETE

ANTENNA
INSTALLATION

:

Designed for top performance in suburban and metropolitan areas.
Powerful "Traveling Wave" principle provides the 2 -element T -W
with better all around performance than a stacked conical.

IN ATTRACTIVE

Promotionally Priced

3 -COLOR

at $2995 list

DISPLAY CARTON
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7 -element
model no.

350

5 -element
model no. 351
3 -element
model no. 352

arated by a pair of band-pass filters
called an rf duplexer. At 2000 me
the receive and transmit filters are
coupled through a single coax transmission line to a dipole radiator
backed up by a parabolic reflector.
The reflector concentrates the radiated energy in the desired direction
with an efficiency that leads to effective power gains of approximately one
thousand.
Two -Way Test Equipment

tube testing is
extremely important. Accordingly one
must select instruments required for
such tests with great care. The emission type will not do; testers should
measure dynamic mutual conductance. Even after testing all tubés
in a high-grade tube tester, substitution of tubes one -at -a -time often
reveals tubes which will not provide
optimum performance under actual
operating conditions.
Most tube testers fail to detect grid
emission, a significant cause of twoway receiver malfunction. Special
grid -circuit tube testers, or generalpurpose tube testers with built-in
grid emission testing features, will
show up tubes which are apparently
okeh, but which detract from receiver performance.
Two-way equipment manufacturers
generally sell special test meters for
use with their equipment. These test
meters plug directly into the mobile
unit enabling measurement of various
voltages and currents without exposure of the bottom of the chassis.
Some shops, servicing several makes
of mobile equipment, have built
universal test meters for this purpose.
Besides adequate test equipment,
more rigid servicing techniques and
ingenuity are essential. Mobile radio
equipment is subjected to environmental conditions far more severe
than electronic devices installed at
fixed locations. While most receivers
employ very stable frequency control
circuits, some have been known to
drift off frequency when subjected to
unusually high or low temperatures.
Although it is not economically
feasible for a service shop to install
a temperature chamber, some reports
of malfunction of two-way equipment
have been traced to frequency drift
attributed to exposure to extreme
temperatures. A mobile unit whose
frequency checks out in Chicago on a
spring day could be off frequency in
the middle of July, as well as in
January, because of the wide variance
in temperature. It can be extremely
IN TWO-WAY service,

Repeater Stations, Antennas and Amplifiers for Microwave
Systems

.

.
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essentially limited to line -of-sight
paths, it is frequently necessary to
repeat the signals. When communications are not required at repeater
stations its equipment takes a very
basic form. In this case the received
video signal is simply reshaped and
retransmitted in the same direction.
Frequently, however, it is desirable to
terminate some of the channels at
a repeater station. The terminations
may be on a party-line basis, in which
case the demodulated information is
reinserted into the system for further
use; or the termination may be complete, in which case the channel is
free to be used in the rest of the
system for other purposes. The repeater with multiplex and termination
units is similar to two microwave
terminals connected back to back.
The only additional equipment required here is called a blanking
and switching unit, an electronic gate
synchronized by the multiplex equipment. The gate is used to remove
selected channel pulses from the
train of through video pulses. It is
also used to reinsert new pulses in
the same channel positions with the
same or new modulation for further
use in the system.

power. These correspond to .5 microsecond pulses spaced about 4 microseconds apart which are generated,
synchronized, and pulse -position modulated in the multiplex. The transmitter - modulator circuits contain
pulse -shaping stages which assure
that all pulses will be uniform in
shape and amplitude, and free from
noise. This feature is of great importance when the same pulses are
repeated through many stations. Noise
accumulated in transmission and reception is effectively removed at each
repeater before transmission.
A single antenna is almost always
used for both transmission and reception. These two signals are sep -

Power Amplifier Operation
Power amplifiers designed for
microwave applications are usually
100% grid modulated by the amplified
pulses from multiplex modulators. In
the output are short bursts of rf
energy at about 20 to 30 watts peak

CHECKING TRANSMITTER tuning with
a grid -dip meter. The circuit tracer to
the right of the marine radiotelephone
serves to check receiver circuits.
( Photo by Cyril Clunk)
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TWIN LEAD
HANKS

50

FEET
GENUINE

job-size hanks rr_ake
your selling job, your installing job
easier! Pre ssem bled with lugs on
one end, attractively packaged in
convenient 25, 50, 75 and 1CO foot
lengths, AMPHENOL hanks are easy
to use for new and replacement
installations, easy to sell to the "do
it yourself" market. No bulky
spools to han3le, just job size hanks
for every :win leacj'ápplicatior-!
Lighten up your'work lcad,
boost your sales with AMPHENOL
AMPHENOL

214-0,Y;

no.

FLAT

TWIN LE/.D

ANPIENOL ELECTRONICS CCR'DRATION
CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIi

Twin Lead hanks!

Br Hbrr

Part No,

214-3I8 `Indoor
214-056
214-589

214.298

vála)l- in

Description

-6C mi..7

28

25 ft.

50ft

lee

Hanks of
75 ft.
100 ft.

pure coppe, cond.

Standar7-.60 mil. 7-28 pure copper and
Steelcore-72 mil. 7 28 copperweli cond.

eotator-4 nonducto--7

214=11ïß.

Century -1l0 mil.

214.271

Air-Core-I

7

28

pure co5p.r cord.

28 p'urë copper

end_

hew AvaOable
S. Pat. 2543696 7 28 pule aotper

in Co'

cold.

for finest guct ity, virgin
polyethylene ;s used in all
AMPHENOL Ttcin Leads,

AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORPOFFiION
lhiCagc 50,

illinois
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Continued from page
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plate and grid of the triode section
of the 6BN8 killer detector. When
burst is present in the received signal,
as mentioned previously, the phase
detector will operate. A portion of
the burst signal applied to the phase
detector is also applied to the cathode
of the killer detector.
When the signal applied to the
plate and grid of the killer detector
is in phase with the signal applied to
the cathode, the tube conducts and a
voltage is developed at the grid of
the color killer tube. This voltage
overcomes the normal bias on the grid
of the color killer and causes this
tube to stop conducting. The output
of the color killer is applied as a
bias to the grid of the second bandpass amplifier; thus, when the color
killer is conducting, the second bandpass amplifier is cut off. When the
second bandpass amplifier is cut off,
no signal is applied to the grids of
the X and Z demodulators and as a
result color picture presentation on
the picture tube is not possible.
When the color -killer tube does not
conduct, the second bandpass amplifier is free to operate and amplify
any signal present in its grid circuit.
Thus, the voltage developed by the
killer detector (happening only during the time burst is present) overcomes the killer bias, the second
bandpass amplifier operates, and a
color picture will be shown on the
picture tube. When burst is not present, only the signal from the 3.58 -me
subcarrier oscillator will be present at
the plate and grid of the killer detector. The tube will not conduct,
since only when burst is present will
there be sufficient cathode bias to
cause conduction, and the color killer
will apply bias to the grid of the secunci bandpass amplifier sufficient to
cut off its operation. In this manner,
since the phase of burst and the phase
of the signal from the 3.58 -me sub carrier oscillator are the determining
factors for operation of the killer
circuit, noise impulses cannot cause
the second bandpass amplifier to operate and the black -and -white picture
will be free of color caused by impulse noise. The operating level of
the color killer circuit is preset by
the killer-threshold control.
Horizontal-retrace blanking is accomplished by applying a horizontal
pulse to the grid of one triode section ' of a 12BH7A, the horizontal
blanking amplifier. This pulse, amplified, is applied to the cathode of the

second bandpass amplifier, causing this
tube to be cut off during horizontal retrace time. In addition, the amplified
pulse is coupled to the cathodes of the
three matrix amplifiers. This causes these
tubes to draw large currents during retrace and thus reduces their plate voltage
and cuts off the picture tube. It also
causes these tubes to reset the dc level of
the color signals.
The new glass -envelope picture tube
introduced in the 800 series color receivers is similar in many respects to the
previously used metal -envelope tube. It
features magnetic -sweep deflection, electrostatic focus and magnetic convergence.
An internal conductive coating, similar to black -and -white picture tubes, is
used as a supplementary filter capacitor
for the high voltage. In these receivers,
high voltage is regulated at 22,500 vclts.
The picture -tube accessories, which include the deflection and convergence
yokes, lateral beam -positioning and purity magnets, are installed in conventional
positions on the neck of the tube. Two
other features are edge purity magnets
and the Z purity coil.
In previous color receivers the edge
purity magnets were called color -equalizing magnets. They were installed about
the periphery of the face of the picture
tube and were used for correcting color
impurities caused by stray magnetic
fields near the outer edges of the tube.
The new edge -purity magnets perform a
similar function, but are installed on the
picture -tube pull-up ring mounting assembly near the bell end; these edge purity magnets are hairpin -shaped magnetized bars which are rotated on insulated mountings to achieve the desired
corrective effect near the edges of the

picture tube.
An auxiliary purity device is the Z
purity coil. This coil consists of a few
loops of heavy wire at the periphery of
the picture tube. Its purpose is to correct
color impurity effects caused by stray
magnetic fields affecting the Z axis
(lengthwise from faceplate to socket) of
the picture tube.
A momentary - control push - button
switch on the rear of the chassis discharges a capacitor through the coil to
achieve a magnetization of metal components which will give the desired purity improvement.

Convergence Circuitry
The convergence circuits used with
the glass picture -tube chassis have been
designed for greater ease and accuracy
of convergence. One of the most noteworthy features of the system is that
convergence in the center area of the
viewing screen is clamped at a dc reference level. This is accomplished by rectifying a portion of the horizontal convergence voltage and applying it to the
horizontal -dynamic convergence coils. By
this means the center of the screen will
remain in convergence, with regard to
horizontal dynamic convergence. Once
adjusted, adjustment of horizontal dynamic convergence at either side of the
screen can be made without materially
affecting convergence at the other edge
of the screen. Convergence at the center
of the screen is accomplished by permanent magnets, which are in adjustable
sliding mounts on the convergence yoke
assembly, which is mounted over the
pole piece assembly in the neck of the
picture tube.
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HAN DISCO PE
model 466

EASY
TO CARRY

SAVES SHELF
SPACE, TOO!

KEEPS BENCH
LESS CLUTTERED

perfect for:
Hi-Fi troubleshooting

Industrial maintenance
Production line tests
Communications
equipment checks

MEASURES ONLY 8" x 121/4"x 161/2 "-Use this
rugged little instrument for the 101 jobs where
a big specialized scope isn't needed. It brings
you quality features such as a filter type grati cule, universal -fit bezel, and 5" screen, yet is
economically priced. And like other Simpson
test equipment, Model 466 is built to give you
years of hard service.

Frequency Response

of Vertical Amplifier:

AM & FM

cycles/sec to 100 Kc/sec, flat within
From
± 1 db; 6 db down at 250 Kc/sec; useable to
1 Mc/sec.

radio servicing

Maximum Vertical Deflection Sensitivity:

15

30 Millivolts RMS/inch.
Frequency Response of Horizontal Amplifier:
From 15 cycles/sec to 20 Kc, flat within ±- 1
db; 6 db down at 100 Kc/sec.
Maximum Horizontal Deflection Sensitivity: 0.7 volt RMS/inch.
Beam): 20 volts RMS.
Z -Axis Sensitivity (Voltage Required to Extinguish
10%.
Voltage (at 117.5 VAC power source) : 1 volt P -P ±

Useful for black
and white TV, too

Calibrating
Maximum Input Voltage: 400 volts peak.
atten. x 100).
Input Resistance: 0.1 Meg (at atten. x 1); 0.5 Meg (at
x 100).
Input Capacitance: 40 uuf (at atten. x 1); 35 uuf (at atten.
Sawtooth Sweep Range: 15 cycles/sec to 80 Kc/sec.
Power Consumption (at 117.5 volts AC) : 50 watts.
Model 466 with Lead, Operator's Manual
See your Electronic Distributor, or

$14495

write
o

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
9-1121
5200 W. Kinzie Street

Chicago 44, Illinois Phone: EStebrook
-Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario

In Canada: Bach

if
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TRANSISTOR

Veat4
Latest Developments in Semiconductors (Diodes and Transistors)

...

...

Hi -Mu Triodes for FM

I7"-24" Wide -Angle Picture -Tube

descent lamp driver circuits, and direct indicating counter circuits of
electronic computers, a junction transistor (2N398) of the germanium pnp
alloy type' is now available.
The 2N398 features a maximum
voltage rating of -105 v for collector to -base breakdown and for collector to -emitter punch through. This value
permits the design of neon -indicator
circuits in which the transistor can
switch the full firing voltage of the
indicator lamp. Because the 2N398
has a minimum dc current transfer
ratio of 20, neon indicating circuits
can be designed to perform the functions of a logic circuit without the use
of a separate logic stage.

Replacements

Silicon Diodes

mmm.,

claimed to be comparable in cost and electrical ratings
to the 1N91, 1N92 and 1N93 gern-lanium diodes used in power supply
applications, have been announced.
The diodes (SD -91, SD -92 and
SD -93) are of all -welded construction, hermetically sealed, and feature
a peak -inverse -rating range of from
100 to 300 v. Maximum rectified dc
ranges are from 100 to 150 ma
at 85° C ambient. The rectifying
barrier of this silicon diode is formed
by the fused junction principle. Pigtail leads are welded to the terminals
of an all -welded, shock -proof housing.
SILICON DIODES'

high
temperature, medium-current diffused
silicon - diode rectifier replacements'
(1N253, 1N254, 1N255 and 1N256),
particularly suited to rectifier applications where high inverse voltages,
high forward conductance, very low
leakage current and extremely high
rectification efficiency are required,
WELDED, HERMATICALLY-SEALED,

are now available.
The 1N253 has a peak-inverse rating of 95 y, and an average rectified
current of 1 a. The 1N254 has a peak inverse rating of 190 y and an average rectified current of 400 ma. The
1N255 has a peak -inverse rating of
380 e w an average rectified current of 400 ma, while the 1N256 has
a peak -inverse rating of 400 y and
an average rectified current of 200
,

_'.

feedback capacitance is a major design consideration.
The 2N274 also features low collector transition capacitance (1.7
mmfd) which makes possible satisfactory gains in the AM broadcast
band without the use of a neutralizing network, a collector dissipation of
35 milliwatts maximum, and a power
gain of up to 45 db at 1.5 me and
24 db at 10.7 me when used in a unilateralized common -emitter circuit
with base input.

Junction Transistor
Fon HIGH -VOLTAGE on -off control
applications, such as in neon -indicator
circuits, relay -puller circuits, incan-

ma.

"RCA.
11119": VIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUP

High-Frequency Transistor
\NOTI-i,R

NE\V

SEMICONDUCTOR

ve;opmer_' is a

de-

hermetically -sealed
of the germanium pnp
?N27) designed primarily
for rf ai.iphfier service in compact
mobile and communications equipment, and in entertainment-type receivers operating at frequencies covering the AM broadcast band and up
into the short-wave bands. This transistor is also suitable for use as an if
amplifier or as a mixer -oscillator.
The 2N274 utilizes shielding to
minimize interlead capacitance between the collector lead and the base
lead and to minimize coupling to adjacent circuit components. The resultant advantages of such shielding are
of primary importance in critical
high -frequency circuits where low
'Raytheon.
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High -Mu Twin Triodes
HIGH -DIU TWIN TRIODES (6DT8 and
12DT8) of the 9 -pin miniature type,

have been developed for application
as combined oscillator-mixers and rf
amplifiers in cathode -drive or grid drive circuits of FM tuners.
The two units of each type are isolated from each other by an internal
shield having a separate base-pin
terminal. This shielding arrangement
affords a reduction in antenna radiation.

Wide -Angle Picture Tubes
WIDE-ANGLE RECTANGULAR glass
television picture tube (24AHP4),
having a 21" diagonal envelope, has
been added to the RCA line.
The new tube has an overall length
of 157í" and a weight of 28 pounds.
Compared to tube types having the
same size faceplate and 90° deflection, the 24AHP4 is 5i4 " shorter and
seven pounds lighter.
In addition to its wide deflection
angle and short length, the tube also
features a neck diameter of 1%",
(Continued on page 53 )
A

450 -MA, 6.3-V TV -picture tube heater
for portable receiver picture tubes which

A

incorporates control of both warm-up
time and current. Wound from a straight
piece of tungsten, the heater is a double
helical coil which' is said to make possible the same cathode coating temperature achieved in 600 ma, 6.3-v tubes. Unlike conventional 450 -ma heaters whose
coifs are wound from a spiral section of
tungsten wire, this heater boasts a rigid
mechanical structure with little tendency
to sag away from the cathode cap.
(Sylvania)

how long would it take you to solve this service problem?

helps you lick problems
like this in just minutes

for

only

V per model!
EIDED*9 3

®ED

Let's take a look at this problem:

A condition such
as this can exist only when there is no signal reach-

ing the picture tube or the audio output stage. Using
the Tuner Service data (found in every PHOTOFACT TV
Folder), first isolate the trouble by connecting an amplitude -modulated signal to the mixer -grid test point
"D." The appearance of one or more black bars on
the face of the tube would indicate that the trouble is
probably in the tuner. So look for the following possible causes:
1. Defective oscillator -mixer tube
2. Defective RF amplifier tube
3. Open plate -load resistor in the oscillator stage
4. Failure of the feedback capacitor in the
oscillator stage
5. Open decoupling resistor
6. Dirty or faulty contacts
7. Cold solder joint
Using the applicable PHOTOFACT Folder you can troubleshoot and solve this problem in minutes. Here's how
:

Check the oscillator -mixer and RF amplifier tubes. Tubes
okay?-then: Check voltages on the tube pins (they're
right on the schematic) for open oscillator plate -load

(Based on an actual case history taken from the
Howard W. Sams book "TV Servicing Guide")

resistor, open RF decoupling resistor, faulty feedback
capacitor, dirty switch contacts or cold solder joints.
Every PHOTOFACT Television Folder contains complete
detailed information on Tuners, including separate Schematics, separate Keyed Chassis Photographs, Parts Lists,
Alignment Points, Test Points, and Field Service Adjustments that will help you quickly locate the proper parts
to replace and tell you how to do a touchup or thorough
alignment job after making the necessary repairs. Thcsi
features are a plus exclusive in PHOTOFACT.

Whatever your problem or favorite servicing procedure may be-you will always find all of the information you need at your fingertips in PHOTOFACT. For only *21/2c per model, PHOTOFACT helps you
solve your service problems in just minutes- helps you service more sets and earn more daily!
Based

on the average number of models covered in

11110

single set of PHOTOFACT Folders.

r.....

trer au ntxfn

HOWARD W. SAMS _& CO., INC.
Howard W. Sams& Co., Inc.
2207 E. 46th

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!
Got a tough repair? Try this-at Howard W. Sams'
own risk: see your Parts Distributor and buy the
proper PHOTOFACT Folder Set covering the receiver. Then use it on the actual repair. If PHOTO FACT doesn't save you time, doesn't make the job
easier and more profitable for you, Howard W.
Sams wants you to return the complete Folder Set
direct to him and he'll refund your purchase price
promptly. GET THE PROOF FOR YOURSELFTRY PHOTOFACT NOW!

a

A.>
FOR SERVICE

TECHNICIANS ONLY

E I'm
My

a

Service Technician:

Distributor is:

mail coupon
today for Free subscription

Shop Name

to the Sams 'i hatofact Index
-your up -to -diate guide to

Attn:

virtually any receiver model

Address

ever to come irsao your shop.
Send coupon now.

City_

Fill out and

St. Indianapolis 5, Ind.

me on your mailing list to receive the Sams Photo fact Index and Supplements. My (letterhead) (business
card) is attached.

E Put

part time

full time;

--

_

-

:

Zone
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Service Man and Colo-

- li Vf

(Continued front page 19)

nngthey

MALLORY
service -engineered
product

waiting for color to be perfected ari
in for a considerable surprise. The\
are missing out on a good thing, and
have been for some time. All the
excuses and reasons for knocking color
have been removed, and the only
legitimate reason at this time could
be: "We aren't ready or prepared for
color." Now is the time to become
prepared; the rest of the industry is
forging ahead-don't be left behind.

MALLORY VIBRATORS

Glass Envelope Color Tube
(Continued from page

24,E

to nu -et eu4»ry service requirement
FOR THE VERY BEST IN

convergence correcting fields for the
three different beams. This new feature makes possible the attainment of
optimum convergence over the entire
picture, with fewer successive approximation adjustments of the components.

PERFORMANCE...

Mallory Gold Label Vibrators are the result
Of over 27 years of vibrator pioneering and
leadership. Employing the exclusive Mallory
buttonless contact design, their eliminate
problems of sticking contacts
insure
positive starting ... provide far longer life...
are unbelievably quiet. For utmost
dependability, and to build your reputation
for service, make Mallory Gold Label
Vibrators your standard of quality.

...

Service Engineering
(Continued from. page 43)

hot inside of the trunk of an automobile out in the sun on a summer
(lay and very cold, especially when
a twb-way unit is first tuned on in
mid -winter.
Thus, it would be a good idea to
check equipment. at' room temperature
and at the highest and lowest temperature, as well as other environmental
conditions to which 2 -way equipment
will be subjected.

Mallory
vibrator dependability
-.for any lall

De,Nend on
?cet

,:1

FOR ECONOMY

JOBS...

The Mallory Highlander is a new line designed
expressly for the jobs that must be done at a
lower price. It delivers trouble -free service
longer than any vibrator in its price classsecond only to the Gold Label line. Ask
your Distributor for the new Mallory
Highlander-in the handy new
10 -pack carton.

I

East ECWp

West EQWp

Duplexer

+F

RF

Receiver

Receiver

Blanking

Blanking

MALL*P.

P.

R.

R.

Mattort

MALLORY

A ÇO.

B.

.

11
Multiplex
Chan

CO. Inc.

Iñs., ,1NQYANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

e

Copocitors
Cont oh
Vibrators
Swig hex
Resistors
Rectifieii
Power Supplies Filters
Merci-ry and Zinc -Coshº"

n

Svatchin

1
l

il

Multiplex Sync
and

Chonnel Units

Units

I1&11

Terminati
To

Swnihinq

and

Sync

ono

Duplexer

Transmitter

Transmitter

and

r

n

Units

End Devices

Batteries,

REPEATER with

multiplex and terms.

nation units. Additional equipment required for this phase of operation is q
blanking and switching unit,
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Color-TV Checks
(Continued from page 27

tl

gun operating. The center of bars
number 3 and 9 should be at the
same brightness level as the adjacent
spaces between the bars. In the next
step, the red and blue guns should
be biased off, leaving only the green
gun operating. The center of bars
number 1 and 7 should be at the
same brightness level as the adjacent
spaces between the bars.
If phasing is not correct, phasing
should be adjusted in accordance with
the procedure given in the service
data.
If the phasing is correct, the approximate relative gains should be
checked in the following manner
The red and green guns should be
biased off, leaving only the blue gun
operating. Then the pedestal -amplitude control on the generator should
be turned fully clockwise to 10
(100%) The contrast or color -saturation controls on the receiver should
then be adjusted so that the center
of bar number 6 has the same brightness as the adjacent spaces between
the bars.
The next step involves biasing off
of the blue and green guns, leaving
only the red gun operating. Now the
pedestal -amplitude control must be
turned counterclockwise to the position at which the center of bar number 3 has the same brightness as the
adjacent spaces between the bars.
This condition should be obtained
with the pedestal -amplitude control
set at approximately. 5.5 (55%).
Finally the blue and ted guns
should he biased off, leaving only the
green gun operating. The pedestal amplitude control should now be
turned counterclockwise to the position at which the center of bar number 10 has the same brightness as
the adjacent spaces between the bars.
This condition should be obtained
with the pedestal -amplitude control
set at approximately 3.4 (34%)

look what

$24

°

buys

in test equipment!
H EATH K
GIVE YOU

ITS

TWICE AS' -MUCH

equipment for
every dollar
invested
The famous model V -7A Vacuum Tube -Voltmeter is a perfect
example of the high -quality
Instruments available from Heath
at''/, the price you would expect
to pay! Complete,
only

$2460

.

Get the most ouf of your test equipment budget by utilizing HEATHKIT
instruments in your laboratory or on your production line. Get high
quality equipment, without paying the usual premium price, by .sealing
directly with the manufacturer, and by letting engineers or technicians

assemble Heathkits between rush periods. Comprehensive instructions
insure minimun construction time. You'll get more equipment for the
same investment, and be able to fill your needs by choosing erom the
more than 100 different electronic kits by Heath. These are the most
popular "do-it-yourself" kits in the world, so why not investigate their
possibilities in your particular area of activity! Write 1.-.r the free
Heathkjt catalog now!

.

FREE catalog

Contait; detailed descriptions
of Heathkit models avai able,

including VTVM's. scopes,
generators, insters, bridges,
power supplies, etc.

Mail coupon below for

your copy-Now!

HEATH COMPANY

A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM, INC.
BENTON HARBOR 11, MICHIGAN
Name

Address

ALLGLASS picture tube used in latest
color chassis.

Also describes HeatTkii ham
gear and hi-fi equipment in
kit. form. 100 interesting and
profitable "doit-yourve'f"
projects!

City & Zone
State
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wave YOU Given Your Service Business
Its COLOR Transfusion?
'i"eis TV service -dealer is "hep". He's getting ready now for healthy, wealthy
business. "Doctor", of course, is his RCA Tube Distributor. And he'll give you

j'ö
" tñoster shot", the new RCA PICT -O -GUIDE for COLOR
TV with your order fór RCA TUBES-free of extra charge!
,,Wriften by RCA's well-known TV -service authority John R.
Meieher (who also wrote the famous RCA Pict -O-Guide series
for black -and -white TV), this volume is profusely illustrated
f :: -color photos; packed with step-by-step alignment
t uuke-shooting instructions, and loaded with labor r and time -saving short cuts for profitable color -TV servicing.

Seefor ydursel! vhat other service technicians have learned
color-TV ,servicing has been simplified! See your RCA
TUBE r.3TSTRIBUTOR with ydtsr order today!

RECEIVING TUBES
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Harrison, Ii. J.

Electron Tube. D'vision
450

SERVICE, OC1QBERr. 1957

*RCA COLOR -TV
.

PICV-O-9UIDE CONTAINS
SEC! ONS ON:

ColoMieng

Compatible
Purity
Convergence Gray -Scale Tracking
Color Operating Controls
Antenna Considerations RF -IF
BanAllitIF Allgrsment Color Test
Equipment Color -Bar Patterns
Troubleshooting
Signal
torts,.

RCA

System

Tracing Interference
-"Green Stripe'=Test Signals

the recorded signal which may be
audible as noise.
This type of noise can be demon<tTstt,11 by recording a sine wave tone
of about 3 to 5 kc and listening for
the background noise. "l'he fact that
the origin of the noise's motion flit
ter can he verified by placing a Small
roller -422i contact with- .t'hie tape near
the' point of Contact with the recording or reproducing lead. irfi 'liloti4
cases a sharp drop in aekground
noise' l'esults,; .and the sil.4al is notice

AUDIO

INSTALLATION AND SERVICE

l

Phono

Cartridges

PA

Amplifiers

Needles

FM, Drop -Out and

Tape

ahl,' ele;ire

-

While tht., small amount of 17\1
noise present in most recording sr -stell» is not pslIal1V a li[bhieSnt 1ìt1 pro-'
gnon mater-ial; it abubrnual contlitiolt
such as a st'i kítig idrer, or, tine Lip- é
binding in theit guidés mar increase
gri:atly'titis ettM aril c,ails.e it to become 'ohjectiWable.
it is well knoscii that .1.11 thing

Speakers

Modulation Noise Problems in

r\

Magnetic Tapet

hid' interrupts. nutmentaril- the

iu

-

tiniate contact between the recording
heads anti Lite tape usually cgl5ses ;t
rri'iespalütlìhg ioe)ne'idar}' reduction
l'his :interruption
in signal iuteilsity
purr bt'. caused by. an'i{rt:gularity in
the tape ,dating if<elf but it.is more
often caused'.P'y chut and other contaunivattts" frr soul, case., a small
dent i;, the tape can cause 2 drop -out.
Almost without exception. a defect of
'I'S sort 1 psi .. .lick or pop to
appear in the recording due to the
sharp drop in signal.
There it ;in inrpt 'tant distinction
b1tvseen these noises and aackground
nrise in that, if a non-magnetic drop -out happens to occur it; the .:wised
tape. there vrill he no resultant noise
pulse.
.

siderations. Thev are frequenc-- -ii dulation noise ,and drop -ont noise.

TAPE NOISE present during_ strongly
recorded portions (modulation noise)
is much greater than that oc:urring
during periods when there is no
recorded signal (background noise)
Since this modulation noise varies
with signal intensity, it is usually
masked by the signal and therefore
goes unnoticed.
However, if the modulation noise
is sufficiently intense, it may be heard
in the background of the recorded
program. This is parti(' ilaily trat in
the case of sustained tones or sine
wave test signals. While modulation
noise is perhaps not the mosthrrious
problem in magnetic recording, it
most certainly deserves ;ittention.
Surprisingly enough. t\\u of the
most troublesome to] ills of lnodulan
noise are not magnetic in origin at
i emiall, but arise from mech

1'reyunnery-31od111crtíon Noisc

.

Tape is usually driven past the
recording heads bs ;t mechanical drive
system. The free span of tape between the capstan drive and the idler
roller represents a highly resouaiit
rdechàotical body which is easily excited into longitudinal vibration l,r
friction as it slides over the heads.
The resultant fluctuations in tape motion cause frequency modulation of

::Front a

K. :1. !'on

and Development
Magnetic Protluc-ts Diri.cion,`
blittltesotu Mining and Jlnnn(ucturtng
('untpcnttt.

Bekren.

Rt'+'rurrh

Manager-.

40
1: PLOT OF various degrees of tape
which obtain
noise

FIG.
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,BIAS WITH 600KC

80

The conventional ntoci cation uuise_
caused br rapid fluetitatiuu,':.
nal amplitude. 'These rare b ir'
result from local disturbances -of di,.
recorded magnetization in tip
due to the fact that the coating'.,
composed of small, discrete pa:'tic lc
ti!
rather than a Conti:iuot-:, ph.t:, :.
structural defects t the coati,,e,
as agglomeration .and the like, .,.. 'el gross variations due to the coating process.
lait ..
The noise contribution of
he-'
e.
effect is usualh cf ire negl4gii
avelc ngths incause 'of the löaii.
volved which reprt'Sent soh-;ullible
frequencies in most systems.
ThePàrticle-size pffeet seems to tl
. at tua,
rather inherent in th
netie materials, for es.0 if a coutinu
n1a y11e de tnedllt[n such as a
0118
metallic platin,; ':.,rc t'nfi}oÿecl. the
.
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COMPONENTS
CERAMIC -CAPACITOR REPLACEMENT
KITS
THREE CERAMIC -CAPACITOR

replacement

kits, CK-2, CK-3 and CK-4, have been
introduced by Sprague Products Co.,
North Adams, Mass.
CK-2 contains 150 Cera -mire disc capacitors with ratings from 5 mmfd to .01
mfd in a two -drawer miniature cabinet.
CK-3 includes 75 units with ratings from
10 mmfd to .01 mfd in a one -drawer
miniature cabinet. CK-4 contains three
each of four different Universal ceramic

REPLACEMENT VIBRATORS
A

LINE

OF

REPLACEMENT

VIBRA'T'ORS,

Gold Label, have been developed by
P. R. Mallory and Co., Inc., 3029 E.
Washington St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.
Units feature buttonless contact construction.

capacitors.

MERIT DOES NOT
carry water
on both shoulders
MERIT SELLS
its entire Production to

Independent Electronic Parts
Distributors for re -sale to
Independent Service Dealers!

MM 19.,Irr

*

MERIT COIL &'TRANSFORMER ÜORP.
4421 N. CLARK ST., CHIC? :it;

'!', ILLINOIS

RADIO AND TV

SERVICEMEN
make m:re money with this

',e+
ea 40.P.

.i

ä:

e*i'41`hlr
,

s

Po*:..

o

SUBMINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS
SuR\IINI:\'I'URI, ELECT ROLI TIC capacitors,

;

EE and EM, designed for transistorized
circuits and miniaturized low voltage dc
equipment, have been announced by
Astron Corp., 255 Grant, Ave., E.
Newark, N. J.
Units feature low leakage characteristics for minimum battery drain. EE
has epoxy end fill; EM has a spun end
with rubber bushing. Both are hermetically sealed. Available in voltage ratings
of 1, 3, 6, ,8, 16 26. and 50.
Also now atailable is a miniature
mylar metallized capacitor, RQL, said
to be reliable at temperatures up to 125°
without Berating. Units are hermetically
simlid.
_NÍ

c

o

O

FLYBACK REPLACEMENTS

Two REPLACEMENT flyback transformers,
EFR 196 and EFR 197, for use in
Motorola TV receivers, have been announced by Rogers Electronic Corp., 49
Bleecker St., New Yorlc 12, N. Y.
EFR 196 replaces Motorola part number 24K736488; EFR 197 replaces part
number 24C7313487. Both units are
packaged in hermetically -sealed plastic
i ontainl ra.

TIP

Garage Door Operator
Model 107

SILICON RECTIFIER CONVERSION KIT
A
SILICON RECTIFIER
conversion kit
( M-500),
said to provide additional B
voltage (20 u in doubler) has been announced by Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., 415 N.
College Ave., Bloomington, Ind.
Service notes describing application of
the rectifiers as half and full -wave
`voltage doublers and in half -wave ( line
voltage) and step-up transformer circuits
have bben prepared by Sarkes Tarzian,
Inc.

Parts Show Gavel Ceremony

{

TUBE TESTER
3

complete tests in one handy instrument

Here's the tube lester every scivlegman
has b#ïi asking for! Designed fdr outstanding performance and accuracyprovides 3 important tests: Dynamic
Mutual Con luctanc Test of all popular radio and TV amplifier tubesCathode Emission Test for all tubes
by free point selector system-nationally accepted Grid Circuit Test developed and patented by Seco. Saves you
valuable time-quickly pays for itself
by justifiably culling and selling more
tubes for you!
Completely self-contained in compact portable carrying case. Furnished
with handy flip -chart for
fast, easy tube set-up data. $13950
net
.

tI
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Write today for free literature
MANUFACTURING CO.
5015 Penn Ave. So., Mpls., Minn.
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RADIO -CONTROLLED
GARAGE-DOOR
operator using a limited range low -frequency principle, which it is said eliminates the need for FCC licensing and the
requirement for a commercial operators
license for installation., repair or maintenance. (Genie Lift -A -Door; Alliance
Manufacturing Co., Inc., Alliance, O.)

CHARLES GOLENPAUL, new president
of the Electronic Industry Show Corporation, accepting gavel of office from outgoing president, Wilfred L. Larson. Golenpaul, vice president of Aerovox Corp.,
will serve for a year, heading operations
for the 1958 Electronic Parts Distributors
Show to be held May 19-21 in the Conrad
Hilton Hotel in Chicago.

Tube-Transistor News
Continued from page 46)

which makes possible the use of a
deflecting yoke having high deflection
sensitivity and permits deflection of
the beam through the wide deflection
angle with only slightly more power
than is required to scan a tube with
a 90° deflection angle.
Another design feature of th&
24AHP4 is its electron gun, which is
of the straight type designed to minimize deflection distortion and to
eliminate the need , of ''an ion-trap
magnet.
The 24AHP4, of the law -voltage
electrostatic -focus awl magnetic -deflection type, has a spherical filter glass faceplate, an aluminized screen
measuring 21 7/16" by 163á" with
slightly curved sides and rounded
corners, and a minimum projected
screen area of 332 square inches.

nr

.SEáP/cg
'CALI BACKS

CAN BE STOPPED.

Insi:',t

ink

o' "c eRNELL-DUIIILIER" when

you buy Ceramic Capacitors. They're the finest-yet cost no

more than the run-of-the-mill grades. That's because C -D
Ceramics are made, from start to finish, in one huge C -D
plant devoted to ceramic capacitor fabrication. livery ingredient, every operation is scrupulously supervised and controlled by specialists. A C -D Ceramic is truly "the ceramic
with the Millipn,Dollar Body". Ask your Distrit.utor for Catalog 6uß 4nd Extract 200D -3C or write direct. to Dept. s-1 07.
Cernell-Dubilier Electric Corp., South Plainfield, New Jersey.
stop call backs... insist on

SILICON DIODES designed as alternates
for germanium 1N91, 1N92 and 1N93
(International Rectifier Corp., El
Segundo. Calif.)

diodes.

CORNELL-DUBILIER CAPACITORS

TV Antennas

SODTH PLAINPIELD. N

J

:

ÑNRRJSEDFORD. WORCESTER

A

CAMBRIDGE. MASS.;

P5QVIDEN'tE A MORE VALLE9. e. I.; .INDIANAPOLIS. (ND.; SANFORD. FUQUAV
SPRINGS e. VA.RJNA. N. C.; VENICE... CALIF.; & SUB.: THE RADIART .CORE.
tlio. R4,RNELL+QUBILHER ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL. N.
CLEVELAND.

(Continued from i)ag( 37)
to the ridge of the roof by means of
a roof mount combined with an

anchoring system.

Strap Standoff
I.

(Left)
UNIVERSAL STRAP STANDOFF that ac8 or 9 standard wood
Nos.
commodates
screw eyes. Features a buckle which
utilizes a double -seated thread lock to
exert two separate tensions on the wood
screw as it's tightened. This progressively
incieásés the pressures of the outer
thread and. inner thread locks. Buckle
is made of,heavy-gauge,zino.coated steel
with electro-galvapized ier stainless steel
strap. (Imp; JFD 3yfaqufacturing co., Inc.,
6101 16th Ave,,,

Brooklyn

Indoor TV Antenna

4, N. Y.)

?cRiglit)

INDOOR TV ANTENNA develope* for
mounting on back of console, table Model
or portable, which can be concealed when
not in use or extended when desired.
Supplied with 'Twin -X cable. Features
two 4-section staffs which can be moved
in any direction via a 360° swivel adjustment. (Model PT -R [Tuk-It Hideaway];

Snyder

Manufacturing Co., 22d
Ontario, Philadelphia, Pa.)
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RF

Amplifier

TV Stages

(Continued from page 35)

current between the plate and screen. Pentodes are about
to 5 times noisier than the same tube connected as a
triode.
Pentode operation in vhf tuners function the saine as
pentode operation in any other rf amplifier application, except
that at high frequencies, the effect of tube parameters upon
circuit operation is exaggerated.
Sharp cutoff pentodes are also desired for tuners, again
because of the available simple agc system voltage as found
in inexpensive, low B+ receivers.
Typical tuner pentode amplifier tubes used today are the
3 and 6BC5, the 3 and 6CB6, and the 3 and 6CE5.
3

Model

EFB

$99.50 Net

New! Super -Filtered DC
for transistor design work
than 15 millivolts AC ripple up to max. load

Less
DC

-

Power... for precision laboratory and design work

Dual range

Internal

0-32 volts up to 4 amperes
0.16 volts up to 8 amperes
Impedance: 4 ohms at 32 volts

2 ohms at 16 volts
Smooth voltage control with continuously variable

carbon brush -type auto transformer
Long-life selenium rectifiers-patented heat sink
cooling
Model EB dual range
5% ripple.

DC Power Supply, same as above except

Model D-6127 $44.95 Net

First to service all 3:
Transistor and hybrid auto radios
2. Transistor portable radios
3. Tube auto radios
1.

-

-...

Improved D-6127
better than ever
same low price
Dual range
0.8 volts, 0.16 volts, continuously

variable
Up to

221/2

radio loads

volts available ft../ ,transistor portable

1/10% AC ripple for low current loads
AC ripple up to 5 amperes
10 amperes continuous c(uty up to 12 volts
20 amperes intermittent service

-

1/2%

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES
4501-V North Ravenswood,
Chicago 40, Ill.
Canada: Altos Rodio ltd., Toronto

your jobber or
send todsy for new bulletins
See

x

57589
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Parameters Affecting

Casé and

Pentode Operation

Several important circuit and tube parameters affect both
cascode and pentode amplifier performance; input impedance
and cathode -lead inductance, cofitact potential, and cathode
interface resistance.
A wide variation of input impedance in a tuner -input stage
( rf amplifier) with age variation causes the antenna -matching
device to have various matching impedances looking towards
the antenna from the input -tube grid. These variations in

matching impedances cause various mismatches (and thus
various voltage standing -wave ratios ) on the antenna transmission line which gives rise to ghost images on the TV
screen. These effects can he reduced by maintaining a very
low grid-to -cathode capacity and low lead -inductance of
the input section of the tuner rf amplifier.
The antenna -input matching device to the rf amplifier grid
is usually either a balun ( transformer type circuit which
converts 300 -ohm balanced input to single -ended unbalanced 50 -ohm output) or a transformer. The purpose of
each device is the saine, 1.e., to match a balanced 300 -ohm
antenna input to an unbalanced output of different impedance
feeding the rf-amplifier grid circuit. This device should not
only provide a good match to the antenna transmission line
over a wide frequency range (54 to 216 me for vhf); but
some selectivity in combination with the input tuned circuit,
and possibly some voltaire gain. The typical antenna balun
has a 300 -ohm balanced input and a 50 -ohm unbalanced
output. A device (pi network) is usually placed between the
balun output and the grid of the if amplifier to raise the
impedance of the tuner -input network looking in from the
rf amplifier grid.
The antenna transformer is a simpler matching device that
requires no pi network following it, because the transformer
output impedance is high. The matching transformer does
not have a constant input and output impedance over the
vhf bands and therefore is inure critical in respect to transmission line matching. Thus, rf-amplifier tubes, which have
wide variations of input impedance, should not be used with
Snatching transformers.
* It has been found that pentode if amplifiers have a wider
variation of input impedance than do cascode stages with
the saine change in age voltage.
Input impedance of a stage is composed orelinarily of a
capacity in parallel with a resistance appearing between grid
and cathode of the stage. The value of the input capacity is
fairly independent of frequency and is determined principally
by tube interelectrode capacities and stage gain. The input
capacitance will be minimum when the impedance in the
plate circuit of the stage is zero and maximum when the
plate impedance is very high. Also since rf-amplifier stage
gain varies widely with the applied age voltages, the tube input capacitance will vary somewhat with agc and thus

t ae.,e varying loading upon the tuned input circuit, which
consequently has a degenerative or regenerative effect upon

the incoming signal at various frequencies within the pass
band of the tuner. This results in a distortion or tilt of the
curve of gain versus frequency.
In pentodes, the variation of input capacitance may be as
much as 3:1 from zero bias to cutoff bias, while in triodes
the input capacitance variation may only be 2:1 from the
zero bias to cutoff condition. This phenomenon is true at any
frequency, but it is especially important at vhf waere the
tube -capacity parameters form a large part of the tuned
circuits. Thus pentodes will have a larger variation of the
capacitive -reactive component of its input impedance than
do triodes under similar conditions.
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New! Guide To
ELECTRICITY

TV TUBE LOCATGkS
Vol's & t

BASIC

1

TROUBLE INDICAT
ING TUBE LOCATION
GUIDES for thousands
of TV models from Admiral to Zenith. -'fell
which tubes to replace

Learn electricity at
easy way,
home this
without time - wasting
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O
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mation you need and
want is at your fingertips. clearly explained
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satiated.
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Vol.
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(Continued froda page 29)
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An if transistor having exceptionally high gain may cause
regeneration on weak signals. The correction for this difficulty
is to interchange the two if transistors or to replace if only
one if transistor is used; realignment is advisable after any
change of transistors in the if circuit.
If a type 2N140 transistor is used in place of a type
2N139 transistor, regeneration may occur; one should check
for type of transistor.
Regenerative squeal has been found to be due to high
internal battery resistance; a new battery will correct the
trouble. In RCA model 7 -BT -9 the size of the first filter
capacitor (C,r,) was increased from 25 to 45-mfd and later, two
45-mfd capacitors in parallel were used to eliminate squeal.
High -resistance riveted connections at battery leads on
printed board can also cause regeneration; this can be overcome by soldering the rivets to the printed wiring.
Still another source of trouble are high -resistance connections at chassis mounting spacer. This condition is evidenced
by a change in the frequency and intensity of the squeal
when the tuning capacitor mounting screws are first loosened
and then tightened. The spacer and the mounting screws are

Vol.
Vol.

under-

in the tuning capacitor ground circuit and electrolytic action
between the copper wiring and the die-cast zinc spacer
results in corrosion and high resistance joints. A 3 -point wire
jumper should be soldered between the three copper areas
at the tuning capacitor mounting screws.
In cases of no signal in a transistor radio, the first step is
to check battery voltage with the set turned on. New batteries
are rated at 9 y, but transistor radios will operate on batteries
with outputs as low as 6 v. If the battery is okeh, the terminal
voltages should be checked. There can be short-circuits in
transistor radios just as in any other radio. One significant
difference is that in a transistor radio, there is insufficient
power to burn out a resistor. Transistors have no filaments
to burn out, but lead wires can be broken. Battery leads and
phone jack leads are the most likely source of such trouble.
Transistors themselves should be the last item suspected.
If a quick check of terminal voltages indicates that a shortcircuit is not the cause of trouble, it is suggested that signal
injection be used to localize the defect as being in one
specific stage. There can be breaks in printed wiring which
would cause signal stoppage; but any such breaks, which
would not materially affect terminal voltages, are highly
unlikely.

¡Based on service notes prepared by the RCA Service
Co., Inc.

Edition

SHOOTING METHOD
Novel TV

servicing

method enables a novice
to diagnose TV troubles
as rapidly as an expert.
Piz, raster and sound
troubles are listed and
numbers.
rode
given
When combined they
tell exact location of
trouble.

illustrated.

basic color

$1

No. T1

$1

SHOOT TV & RADIO
TROUBLE FAST

The TV serviceman's
silent partner. New
rapid methods of pinpointing faults. Tells
WHAT to do and
HOW to do It. Includes UHF, COLOR

radio & TV
trouble shouter locates
radio & TV faults in
record - trreaking time,
Quickest

aROUr1"V
TROUBLE

FAIT

regardless of make or
motel. elect':m un printed circuits. Only book

and use of test ;instru-

NO MATH,
THEORY, NO
FORMULAS. Just
practical servicing info on all types of sets.
$2

ments.

containing radio & TV
trouble tr:ícing in one

NO

LI

2

RAPID TV TROUBLE

TV CONSULTANT

No.

newest

(Nb. Ki) ......5:
$1.50
(No. K2)'

1

New

RI

No.

-

portables.

principles, color transmission and reception,
the color signal. color
tubes. Helps toil cash
in on this profitable
new field.

a

1
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stood new book takes
the mystery out of Col-

or TV.

covers 1917 to
Vol. 2,
models.
press, rovers
to 1957. -sets including

Vol.

50e
50e

ABC of COLOR TV
This easily

Service Notes

every' trouble
tube defects.

cure

clue to

illustrated. First
two vol's just off the
and

press. Send for these
two new books at once.
We guarantee you will be more than
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that the antenna will pick up. less of the incoming signal.

SERVICE,

volume.

No. T2

$1.50

..

RCA & ADMIRAL TROUBLE INDICATING
TV TUBE LOCATION GUIDES

tllt!

These two nooks contain the most complete compilation
of RCA and ADMIRAL tube location guides ever published.
The RCA volume includes all TV models from the
earnest. 1917 sets to latest models, more than any t.5
ordinary tube chart busilis.
The ADM IRAL book includes over 1500 Admiral TV
models from the earliist sets In Ilse newest 19:dí Models.

51.159

ÇeEaS

Also contains PICTURE GUIDE to TV tube troubles.

ADMIRAL GUIDE-Itio. MI

RCA GUIDE-No. Al..$1
TV PIX GUIDE

Just

Pictures show oftrecurrieg faulty TV
conditions. Probable
causes are explained
and logical cures sueggsted. A second section clearly defines
and explains technical
TV terms. Over 70

illustrations,
1957 Edition

.SI

TV DOCTOR
the info needed to

start TV servicing. Includes: Ilow to recognize
and remedy 'Tv troubles;
llav to replace defective
Tubes including Pia tat:
Easy TV trouble cheeks;
Color TV: Antenna finowllow; Ilow to combat. interference, ghosts and

installation
1'11F
servicing; How to read schematics
and much other valuable TV info for besnow;
and

ginners.

No. G1

$1

No. D5

$1

'
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TV TROUBLE TRACERS

SUBSTITUTION GUIDE

INDICATING TUBE LOCATION
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WORTH OF BOOKS-FREE-with every
purchase of entire CISIN TV LIBRARY of 19
valuable TV service books listed above. Regular
$2

FREE:

Price $16.50-yours for only $14.50!

If Jobber
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Enclosed find

S

Trial Order Coupon

Money Back Guarantee
H. G. CISIN, Dept. S-39, AMAGANSETT, N. Y.
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Motel Sound -System Installation
by

GUEST ROOM at the Trenholm Motor
Lodge. near Rochester, N. Y. equipFed
with a
-type surface-mounted speaker,
five -Frog -am selector and off swit:h, with
individua room volume -control switch.

tit

COMPLETE SOUND SYSTEM recessed in
one cabinet in the wall behind the reception counter of the Trenholm Motor
Lodge. Mote bans( of four individually controlled AM -FM radio receivers. At
the left of the counter is a pagling
microphone.

INSTALLING
sound -system

TUNER- AMPLIFIER in
cabinet used in Trenholm
system.

56
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A. RANDALL

coverage, location of antenna conduit
for leadin, space required at the
equipment cabinet location for proper
installation and service, ventilation
Special Products Div., Stromberg -Carlson,
and possible future expansion. They
Division of General Dynamics Corp.
can review the input and output
conduit and offer suggestions for
terminating the conduit in the floor
beneath the equipment cabinet, or
at the top of the cabinet, for an inTHE ADVENT OF FLEXIBLE SOUND Sysstallation that is neat, rather than one
tems capable of providing multiprowith terminal boxes at the rear of
gram channel music and paging
the cabinet with lossy connections
facilities has expanded the uses of
due to lóose and unsightly flexible
such networks. Today, such systems
' cables.
have been installed in a wide variety
In the Rochester-area installation
of places, including a growing numall cabinet -assembly equipment was
ber of motels. Just south of Rochester,
analyzed for technical and physical
New York, near a New York State
features. An AM -FM radio tunerThruway interchange is an interesting
amplifier' was selected because of its
example of a recent new-look motel'
wide FM frequency response (20 to
sound -system installation which pro20,(500 ,sips) and AM response of 20
vides five program channels (four
to 7500 cps. Other features of this
radio and one record changer) to each
unit are an interstation whistle filter
of 44 guest room and 9 public -room
providing 29 -db rejection at 10 kc.
speakers, or group of speakers, as in
Antenna connections include FM (72
the restaurant. Voice paging to the
to 300 ohms) for use with a dipole
public rooms and parking lot speakers
antenna and AM (high impedance)
originates at the registration desk
for a short antenna. In addition to
from the microphone. Operation of a
tuning and selector controls, the unit
microphone switch provides direct
has a bass control providing 15 -db
current to a relay that cuts off all
boost and 20 -db droop at 30 cps and
program lines to the public room
a treble control yhich provides 12 -db
speakers, and connects the output of
boost
and 20 -db droop at 10,000 cps.
the paging amplifier to all the public
Also
included in this combination
room speaker lines. To avoid music in
tuner -amp is a loudness control that
the parking lot the speakers are congives gradual increasing bass and
nected directly to the output of the
treble boost as loudness is decreased
paging amplifier.
to compensate automatically for norIn the preliminary stages of developing a sound package of this' mal hearing deficiencies at low volume levels so essential in a motel
type, careful planning in selecting
equipment and aq analysis of the ,' installation.
Drift has also been found `fo be a
installation problems are necessary.
very important factor affecting quality
Those handling sales must consult
of reception, particularly where no
with the installation -service crew,
attendant is available to retune the
whose experience regarding pitfalls
radio section as in a motor court systhat might be encountered, and sugtem. Accordingly, this fact was congestions concerning the best equipsidered, too, before the tuner -amp
ment to provîde the required services,
was selected. The model chosen has
will e able an accurate estimate to
been designed to minimize drift so
be prepared and will gain customer.
that no retuning is necessary. Also the
confidence.
unit meets RETMA (now EIA)
The installing crew can make a
specifications and the proposed FCC
better estimate of the cost of their
regulations to prevent interference
portion of the project after they have
with other services using the air chanreviewed the plans and specifications.
nels.
They can determine adequate speaker
Other tuner -amplifier factors that
had to be studied, were output regu'Trenholm Motor Lodge.
lation which could provide absolute
2Stromberg-Carlson SR-405.
(Continued on page 60)
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TO BRING OUT THE BEST
IN EVERY HI-FI SYSTEM...

Sell and insta

VRa

NEW G -E

cartridge °i
O Highly permeable laminations O
0
O Hum -cancelling wound coils
O Alnico V Magnet
O

O
O
O

VR

II

Clip -In -Stylus

Special G -E Damping Blocks
Stylus Jewel

Pivot Post

O

Electrostatic Shield

0 Magnetic Pole

Plug-in Terminals

O
O

O "T"-Channel

Only a genuine

Mu -Metal Electromagnetic Shield
Pieces

O

Plastic Body

Triple Play Knob

G -E VR It

gives your customers all this:

New Full -Range Reproduction-(.eneral Electric's
new VR n makes faithful reproduction from 20 through
20,000 cycles a glorious reality!
New 4-Gram Tracking Force-Lateral compliance
has been extended to 1.7 x 10-6cm per dyne. permitting
a tracking force of only 4 grams to minimize record
and stylus wear.
Instant Clip -In -Tip Stylus-Stylus replacements can
be made at home without removing cartridge from tone
arm. There's no need to discard an entire dual assembly when only one tip is worn.
New Electrostatic Shielding-New shield prevents
pickup of electrostatic interferences and hum; also

grounds stylus assembly so that electrostatic charges
cannot build up from record surface.
New Lightweight Construction-Reduced in size
and weight-with new stylus guard, terminals and knob
-the General Electric VR it will withstand continued
use under the most exacting conditions.
The new G -E VR It cartridge is being announced to the
public in a heavy schedule of t. dvertisemenfis now running in major Hi-Fi and general magazines. Do you
have enough stock to meet the demand?
Specialty Electronic Components Dept., Section HFS10,
West Genesee Street,_Auburn, N. Y.
In Canada: Canadian General Electric Con:_aany, 189
Dufferin Street, Toronto 3, Canada.

Progress /s Our Most important Product

GENERAL
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proved head contact and playback
resolution.
Since about 1950, particle orientation has been employed to reduce the
modulation noise level and increase
the sensitivity of magnetic tape. The
decrease in modulation noise averages
about 5 db for oriented tapes.
Thus far we have dealt only with
modulation noise which appears when
signals are recorded on the tape. The
problem of background noise is perhaps of much greater concern in magnetic recording. In the absence of
any recording on the tape, noise in the
system is, Of course, much more
noticeable.
The_ best of current theories on tape
background noise indicates that it is
due principally to the random orientation of the spontaneously-magnetized
domains in t re' Pape. In the usual
case, these domains are actually the
particles of magnetic oxide in the
coating. There is much experimental
evidence to corroborate this theory.

-!_ "The Man on the Roof" why he prefers

How valuable is a Serviceman's time? 5; a minute?
.
Tè a minute .
10; a minute?
.

South

dyer's
r

aIF,

New Ratchet Type Chimney
Mount Saves 10 Minutes
Per Installation!

MOUNTS IN
2 SIMPLE STEPS

It's the fastest, simplest, most convenient
ever manufactured!
Mounting is factory assembled with band attached. No assembly of eyebolts, banding, banding clips, nuts, etc., is necessary for chimney

.

mounting.

1. Encircle

chimney with
banding and thread
through slotted shaft.

South River's New Ratchet Type
Chimney Mount is 8 WAYS BETTER:
1. Heavy gauge steel construction.
2, Banding naturally unwinds for easy mounting.
No troublesome watchspring effect!
3, Embossed and welded for extra rigidity

and strength!

Erasure Problems

4. Ratchet of aircraft type aluminum, forged
and heat-treated for maximum toughness and

strength.
Fine ratchet teeth insure positive tightening
of banding.
6, Banding is factory assembled to mounting.
7, Zinc plated, golden indite finish.
8. Available with galvanized banding (Model RT)
or stainless steel banding (Model RT -ST).
5,

2.

Tighten bandi':.7 aitl
wrench.

RATCHET
GUY WIRE
TIGHTENER

HIGH STRENGTH
ALUMINUM GUY
CABLE, HIGHLY
CORROSION
RESISTANT
Special 56S Alelad

Eliminates turnbuckles! Fastens to
wall or roof with
screws. Extra space
betwf:en tightening shaft and base permits large tightening capacity. Samesturdy construction as ratchet chimney mount.

alloy. 7 strands, 17
gauge specially tempered and normalized. Special tight weave. Will not
rust or stain. Specifically for guying
use. Breaking strength: approx. 500
lbs. pull. Boxed in 100 ft. coils or
ten 100 ft. coils, interconnected, 1000
ft. to box.

METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
South River, New Jersey
PIONEER

MANUFACTURER

AND OUTSTANDING

PRODUCER

Audio
(Continued from page 51)

inevitable magnetic domain structure
would result in some considerable degree of grainin csu. This fact has been
borne out by experiences with méiiallic
wire, the noise problems of which
are well know:
It is in the mircostrürture of the
magnetic coatings that thé greatest
strides have been made in the reduction of noise in magnetic tapes`
Early tapes manufactured in this
country employed a paper base
.
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ACCESSORIES

which, owing to '+the porous and
fibrous surface, were a rather poor
support for a magnetic coating. The
coarse microstructure of coatings on
paper gave rise to high modulation
noise level.

The next significant advance came
with the introduction of plastic film
base. Early acetate basé tapes with
unoriented coatings were some 10 db
improved over the paper tape. It is
interesting to note that noise in the
highest frequency bands actually increased in going from paper to plastic
base, presumably beeause of the im-

.

The matter of preventing the tape
from subsequently becoming magnetized requires some considerable
care.
The most frequently encountered troubles involve residual
magnetization in the heads and
guides. These are well known offenders, and the practice of periodic
demagnetization of heads and other
machine parts is well established in
the industry. However, for the highest quality work, it would be well to
check these very carefully.
One quick test for a magnetized
playback head is to turn up the playback gain to maximum and tap the
head gently with the fingernail, or
the wooden part of
pencil. If a
click is heard in the play channel, the

,

head is magnetized and is responding
to magnetostrictiNg.,,niodulation ofits
own field.

Another quick test for playback
head magnetization is to play a
paper leader tape across the head and
listen for magnetostrictive noise as
described above. Other parts of the
machine can be tested by passing a
few inches of bulk -erased tape over
the part and comparing the relative
noise levels. By application of these
tests, it is often discovered that the
method being used to demagnetize
heads and guides is not accomplishing its purpose, and other techniques
can be tried.
The problem of adequately erasing
tape and preserving the zero signal
portions in a neutral state during
recording is not easily solved. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1 (p..51) The same
.

GET YOURS NOV"

ULTRA -LINEAR speaker systems said to
feature room -balanced design, permitting
installation either in a corner or flat
against a wall. (University Loudspeakers,
Inc., 80 South Kensico Ave., White Plains,
New York.)

standard tape' with plastic base and
oriented coating was used throughout,
and the conditions of erasure of the
tape varied to give the results plotted.
The tape was first bulk erased and
played on the machine to determine
the lowest background noise level.
The tape was then erased and biased
on a properly adjusted commercial
recording machine (with no input
signal and the gain turned back to
zero) and the noise level was seen to
rise about 10 db.
Upon further investigation of this
phenomenon, it was determined that
both 60 -cycle and 100-kc bias frequency were recorded on the tape.
The 60 -cycle recording was audible
and could be easily verified by speeding up the tape. Incidentally, the application of only the erasing function s
(recording head disconnected) also
resulted in the recording of some 60 cycle signal.:. It was suspected th it
the 60 -cycle signal was coining
through as a p'todulatio on the bias erase signal. r
Recent advances in the art of video
recording indicate that much shorter
wavelengths can be recorded than
formerly supposed. Moreover, short wavelength magnetization may actually be recorded in the tape without
necessarily being detected because of
limitations in the reproduce head.
In order to verify the fact that the
100-kc bias was being recorded, an
external bias source of 600 kc was also
tried. This lowered the noise level by
some 4 db, indicating that some improvement could be gained by going
to a higher bias frequency. Some 60 cycle signal was recorded, however,
in spite of precautions taken in the
(Continued on page 63)
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transformer' were selected. From the
foregoing equation, we have:

Sound -Sys em Installation

16/625 x
192/625

with ary'.t:on'ination of reD.apacitivt- u'r. ;inductive output
c hìg, si.t
the ntii tber of guest
d public r3uLt speakers in operation

speakers operating at one time, lä
watts minimum has been found to be
adequate for each program channel.
The tuner -amplifier ehosen has a 12 -

one time can vary greatly.
s must be such
trovide the cortect output tap
ti e distribution lines so that the
speaker -line transformer will draw the
amount of audio power to
:rate the speakers at the desired

watt (undistorted) output, providing
ample audio power for the guest
rooms, plus the public space speakers.
When special events are broadcast,
such as important news events, political conventions, world championship
boxing or world series ball games, and
the speaker load on any one channel
would exceed the average, two or
more radio tuners can be tuned to
the same broadcasting station and
he speaker load divided among the
distribution channels.
To secure the 34 -watt power at each
guest room speaker or a little more
audio power for the public -room
speakers the following computations
can be applied:

,..t

12/1- X

-X or .307

page 56)

it>

:10y

outpu:: npedanc

:rhl.

Experience has proved that on an
average about 50% of the guest room
speakers are in use at one time and
as a rule the speakers operating are
equally divided between the program
channels provided. On this basis,
since 50% bf the 44 guest room
speakers equals? 22 and five channels
are involved, the average number of
guest' speakers on any one channel
at one time is 4 or 5. When highly
efficient speakers and line transformers with minimum los are used,
the maximum allowable m dio power
drawn by a guest re+
speaker is
approximately is watt; this wattage
has been found to be loud enough for
the room, but not too loud to annoy
those in adjóining rooms. Therefore,
with an average of five guest room

Ohms at the Amplifier
x

Ohms at the Speaker

Two 25 -watt amplifiers` were
selected for use as the phonograph
and paging amplifiers. Using the 16ohm output tap and the 625 -ohm
primary tap of the speaker transformer, and the amp -speaker formula,
the speaker draw will be found to a
little overL.6t watt. The difference
between the .30 watt drawn from the
tuner -ampli r is 3 -db, and hardly
noticeable :tt even this difference
can be adjusted by an input gain
control on the amplifier.
The equipment cabinet assembly
has been supplied with a monitor
speaker pael with meter and selector
switches so4hat the output of each
program channel can be checked and
monitored for volume and quality
before individual switches are connected to send the programs to the
channel transmission lines. Below this
panel were located four AM -FM
tuner -amplifiers, a record changer,
and phono and paging amplifiers; the
paging amplifier has been equipped
with a low -impedance microphone input transformer. At the bottom of the
cabinet is a power on -off panel with
indicating lamp.
Included in the assembly is a timer
that turns the power to the system
on -off at times designated by manage-

Audio Output=X

In this motel project the 16 -ohm
output tap of the tuner -amplifier and
the 625 -ohm primary tap of a line
`Stromberg -Carlson TR-13.'StrombergCarlson AU -58.

(

Continued on gage 62
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included in Trenholm sound -system installation.

THIS WILL HAPPEN

AGAIN AND
AGAIN AND AGAIN...

FOR

CONTINUING PROFITS, INSTALL

L

ONE Installation Instead of ,Uanv WITHOUT
a Drop in Cartridge Replacement Business!
NO Problem of Obsolescence!
NO Need to Invest Heavily in Burdensome Inventory!
POWER -POINT Mounts, SEVEN Color -Coded
POWER -POINT Needle -Cartridge Units-That's ALL
YOU NEED!
THREE

These are the POWER -POINT mounts:

business but eliminate the headaches involved in old-fashioned phonograph
servicing. Install a POWER-POINT just ONCE and let
your CUSTOMER install replacement cartridge -needle
units! You get (hc profit without problems!
POWER -POINT (U.S. Patents f108347, 2793254) is the
unique miniaturized unit containing 130TH a fresh ceramic
cartridge and jeweled playing tips. You sell a POWER POINT for less than the cost of a separate cartridge or
comparable needles alone! Most Models, $3.95 list.
Only '-r" long and less than !p" in diameter, POWER POINTS are color -coded, blister packed in plastic to keep
them fresh, clean and easy to handle.
Put the profit back in cartridge-replacer.i

These are the color -

coded POWER POINT units, shown
actual size:

_J

RED-Model EI -I,
wo -mil sapphire
tips. $3.95 list.

ERLEN-Model 52.2,
2 -mil sapphire
tips, $3.95 list.

Iwo

I

Model PFT-1,
fixed mount,
50c

'i
BLACK-Model 53-3,
two 3 -mil sapphire
tips, $3.95 list.

list

BLUE-Model

56,

one -mil. one 3 -mA
sapphire tip, 13.95 list.
1

Model PT -1,

Model PT -2,

turnunder mount,
$1 list

turnover mount,
$1 list

THE MARKET IS BIG: MORE

ORANGE-Mode

SODS. one

-mil
sapphire tip $21-50 list.
diamond. one

3

1

-mil

WHITE-Model
ope

t

76S,

3 -nul
1 .25 list.

-mil, one

seóphire tip,

760S, one -mil
diamond, one 3 -mil
sapphire tip. $21.50 list.

PINK-Model

1

CALL YOUR E -V DISTRIBUTOR TODAY!

THAN TWO MILLION NEW

PHONOGRAPHS USE POWER POINTS AS ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT! The Profits are BIG- and
E -V helps you sell with fact crammed folders and colorful envelopestuffers. Write Dept. S-710
and ask for Bulletins No. 223 and
225.

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

Export:

13

E. 40th St., New York 16, U.S.A. Cables: A ItI.AB
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Separate output terminals are provided for guest roam and public room
transmission lines.
Antenna Systems
Another problem in any installation
the choice of the antenna and its
location. Neither the architect nor the
owner want the antenna on the root,
normally the location for strongest
signal pickup, - claiming such an installation is unsightly. However, the
fact that die right location for an
antenna is a very important link in
providing quality and noise -free reception .must be stressed, with tact.
of course. Both architect and motel
operator can be 'convinced that only
a rooftop -installation is the logical
approach.
lit this project an ommidirectional
FM antenna and a 50' flat top for
AM pickup were located on the roof
and a lightning arrester grounded to
a cold water pipe. An antenna transformer, as recommended by the antenna manufacturer, was located in
the flat -top antenna; leadin from both
antennas was RG -59/U coax.
Leadin from the FM section was
connected to the FM terminal at the
tuner - amplifier and the shield to
ground on the chassis. The flat top
leadin was connected to the hi-antenna connection on the chassis
through a 25-mmfd capacitor, the
shield being brought to the chassis
ground. Six twisted pair cable (one
.spare) were installed far program
lines to the speakers.
Guest room speakers' were surface
mounted and equipped with a six position (5 on, 1 off) selector switch
and. volume control; both the selector
.-switch and volume control rotate
360°. The speaker cabinet, of the
tilt -type is equipped with a cone
speaker", having an 8" cone and a
frequency response of 55 to 13,000
cps. The line transformer is rated at
2.5 watts with 2 and 8 -ohm tapped
secondary and a tapped primary in
steps of 3 db at 312, 625 and 1250
is

Wt., gamble when you can be assured of the finest line of
OXFORD. Now specified by more manufacturers
of original equipment than ever before during our more than
twenty-five years of producing the best speakers.
Your choice .....'m- n 2" to 15" with guaranteed faster delivery ..
better service
more extensive and complete line.

...

replacement. speakers

.

...

...

for REPLACEMENT
specify OXFORD SPEAKERS
you'll be glad you did.

TIME

..

.

OXFORD Components, Inc.
Subsidiary of Oxford Electric Corp.

,Vest Monroe Street

Chicago 6, Illinois

'n Canada: Allé, Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto

Export: Roburn Ayencies, New York City

Motel Sound System
Continued from page 60)

nient, so that under._ordinaryt.Cbnditions the system requires no attendant.
A small -power ,,.ipply p>gvide4
y
dc to energize the paging ;èlay,
equipped with ri, suppressor áerots the
evil terminalstú reduce objectionable
dicks in the public -room speakers
when the rClay is energized by the
paging .microphone.
The paging relay has sets -of break make spring combinations. In normal
or non -operative position, the .make

2

'
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7.7

contacts to swingers are connected to
the output of the program amplifiers;
the swingers are connected to the
individual public -room transmission
lines, and the make springs are connected to the output of the paging
amplifier. In itgn-operative position
the output, of the program sources is
connected to the channel distribution
lines. In operative position the program source is broken and the distribution lines connected to the output
of the paging amjlifier.
Internal wiring features the use of
twisted -pair shielded with overall insulation for balanced line operation.

ohms.

Public space speakers using 8"
cone units are surface mounted, with
a frequency response of 45 to 14,000
cps.
In the lobby, a floor -standing cabine employing an acoustical labyrinth is used. The speaker, a coax
type', has a 12" low -frequency radiator and a 2" tweeter with a dividing
1Stromberg-Carlson RS -8 ID. 'StrombergCarlson RC -27.

'Model RF-47I.

`Model TR -20.
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ADVERTISERS IN SERVICE
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TUBE CADDY

OCTOBER, 1957

A TUBE CADDY, TC -5 12-1" w x 161's" hi x
8h" d), with a separate removable tool
Page

Alliance Manufacturing Co
Amperex Electronic Corp
Amphenol Electronics Corp.
Astron Corp.

16
2
44

J.f4/'SrP.

tray. has been introduced by Argos
Products Co., Genoa, Ill.
Designed to hold not only tubes, but
tools, soldering gun, meter and accessories.

"'toss

Elct, RONIé:
- 4ntjE: SOIRiF:'

GGMPONF''TS

>leÿ;

36

B&K Manufacturing Co.
Bussmann Manufacturing Co.

.

AM.PtA-eRS

39
4

P

Centrelab. A Div. of Globe -Union, Inc
Channel Master Corp.
H. G. Cisin
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp.
Inside Front Cover,
Dynamic Electronics -New York, Inc....

9
Abi

3

42
55
..

53

'QUADNA&IAÿLt' SPEAKER SYST.

65

lE 51%1;s

i

*

EICO

63

Electro Products Laboratories
Electro -Voice, Inc.

54
61

The Finney Co.

25

General Cement Manufacturing Co.....
General Electric Co., Electronic
Components Div.
rr;i..
General Electric Co., Specialty
Electronic Components Dept

38

Good -Ail Electric Manufacturing Co

Heath Co.

11

57
7

49

Jensen Industries, Inc
JFD Electronics Corp

12, 13

Kester Solder Co.
Kraeuter & Co., Inc

33, 34

Luxo Lamp Corp.

63

41

41

Mallory & Co., Inc.
Merit Coil & Transformer Corp

48
52

Oxford Components, Inc

62

P. R.

s'hilco Corp., Accessory Div.
Inside Back Cover
The Radiant Corp.... Inside Front Cover, 53
Radio Corporation of America,
14, 50
Components Div.
Radio Corporation of America,
Back
Cover
Div.
Electron Tube
8, 9
Raytheon Manufacturing Co.
64
Recoton Corp.

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc

Manufacturing Co.
Service Instruments Corp.
Seco

Shell Chemical Corp
Simpson Electric Co.
Snyder Manufacturing Co.
Sonotone Corp.
South River Metal Products Co., Inc
Sprague Products Co
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Rectifier Div.

Trio Manufacturing Co.
Tung -Sol Electric, Inc

47
52
65
6
45
10

SERVICING LAMP

58
15
66
5

30, 31
65

Winegard Co.

40

1

SPEAKER SELECTORS
TRI -SET COUPLERS
MOLDED-C'N CONNS:TTORS
DUO -JACK ADAPTERS

FILTER-TENNA
Sold by Better Distributors Everywhere

SEND FOR CATALOG SHEETS
ON ALL DYNAMIC PRODUCTS
THE FINEST"
"UN%ff.STAKAB:

c

WOOD TOUCH-UP FINISHES
PUSHBUTTON, AEROSOL -TYPE,

o

DYNAMIC

Forest

,t/

SENCORE
`36"

e

INCANDESCENT

ADJUSTABLE

c

R -C

flexible

lamp, Kold, for cló work requiring a
high light intensity, has been introduced
by the Faries Lamp Div., General Lamps
Manufacturing Corp., Elwood, Ind.
Constructed with a flue effect said to
draw off heat with a fast up current.
Lamps extend from a minimum of 12" to
a maximum of 38".
a

o

ALUMINUM SAFETY -STEP LADDERS
ALUMINUM LADDERS, with steps made of

extruded aluminum, have been announced by Ballymore Co., West Chester,

Substitu ?'ion Unit

I
il

Ladders have hall -bearing casters
which automatically retract when ladder
is stepped on. Handrails are offered on
3- and 4 -step models.
-

I

SPARE TIME PROFITS

WAAGE MFG.

I
I
1
I

enjoyed by Radio-TV shops handling small
appliance repairs. These jobs picked up on
regular service calls and repaired at the shop
during slack periods.
For complete catalog R\--58 on' Appliance
Parts. Switches. Testers,IToaster and Percolator Elements. Supplies, etc., corltact your nearest parts jobber. If he cannot supply you,
write us giving jobber's name and address.

co

63213CHIJCAGO
ALBA

AVE.
AV.

'

I

I
I

1

e-^".

Nonr/g

-

36

I Most
I Often
e
I
I ComponentNeedd. s

Pa.

k

TRW; S-t'fW YORK, INC.,
-.r bñg Islpnc,iN. Y.

ELE

ADJUSTABLE HIGH -INTENSITY LAMP
AN

-ewe

Morslµ.7f a

satin -finish

stains, said to permit spraying of a
matching touch-up color on damaged
wood furniture, have been developed by
Press-N -Spray Div., Saco Chemical Corp.,
527 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
Four colors are available: Brown and
cordovan mahoganÿ, walnut and blonde.
C

11:!)

HI-PASS hIL sRS
LOW-PASS FIL" ÇRS

Magna -Lite, with a
magnetic base that permits placement on
metal surfaces or flexible -joint arm, has
been announced by R -Columbia Products
Co., Inc., Highwood, Ill.
Available in two models: 300 with
standard shade, plug and bulb; and 350
with flood shade and standard plug (less
bulb)
c

s1'..

RECORD COMPENSA.TOKS
RUMBLE FILTERS

A SERVICING LAMP,

o

:131

o

59

Waage Manufacturing Co

Walsco Electronics Manufacturing Co

_

:ä-

At YOUR
Fingertips!

f

position switch individually
"36" components

3 pole, 12

selects one of the

for direct substitution.
a
Contains:

12-I watt

from

l2'
from

10
z

10oó resistors
ohms to 5600 ohms
watt I0°ó resistors

10K

meg^ms

ohms

to

eAIER N(r

5.0

Completely isoiated
rí00 ,ynit capaciten
trim 100-mmfd. to .5n,fd.L
POULAR
I-IOmid.. 150V Eler trntyeic
SFNCORE
10-

-40mfd..

45'1V Elee r'

slï:

* for Shop, Lob, or outside

service

AVAILABLE AT ALL PAR))
DISTRIBUTOkSt
°'.

SERVICE

INSm'utNTS CORP.

771 OFFICIAL RD., ADDISOh4r ILL.

RT

TeanOplCüste,S

Teter

lako 4e

Checker
Filament
Tatter
Volume

Fog:triZ
Bia

Supply
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PERSONNEL
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GEMBERLING,

district

manager

of

.

M-150

:h"ßá

'44"5,-eu?r`:

r!fRt 1

former general
The Alliance
\lannfuctnring Co., inc.. Alliance, O., is
now stiles nr,nrl,,°r for the consumer
Ray Buhrmun, adproducts dig ilion.
vertising unu,a n'r. lias been named tusistant sales ii t t,t,'r for the consumer
products dis isinn und still retuius his
-.
,lntit's as ad Mal
GEORGE

.

.

i.

1

FOR- ALL RADIOS

etLetetwore

TypesSilicon
Rectifiers
pes
e s

Buhrman

Gemberling

N
lias been appointed
next by created post of manager.
rnTat (lnalit> control. R( :A Victor

yit.in B. Onin

Replace

.I

olio and V'ictrola Digisi,,,, Oddcn has
n si rs nig fur the past three years as
manager of eonlmerciai' service lnr the
IiCA Seri ice Compara. hic.
It

AU Selenium Types Used

o

in Radio end Television Sets

1-I,1YEs
lias been named
district manager for the CBS Ils trou Sales Corp., Danvers, Mass. Roy
A. ¡ lus,'lo is now manager, marketing
administration, of CBS-Ilstrun.

Bnuc,:

F

Si raei

P.

is

'

a

-elf Space
'

Scve

S.

So we

Mounting Time

rr -re

a

(:renier-llalldorson Transformer Corp.,
Pulaski Road, Chicago, Ill.
was formerly chief engineer for
Merit Coil and Transformer Corp.

27 31 N.
.5tine m ni

a

Lwrr

a

STI\v,siSN is now chief engineer

I. 51tIn

inventory

a

a

has been appointed
engineer for the semicondnetor
dii su i, of Svlsania Electric Products
lue.- I7.10 Broadway, N. Y. 19, N. Y.
SwvN.SON

A.

tne.nt
f.

C

C

C

y Lt a'Kwoon

has joined the Finney
Co., :i-1 Vi Interstate St., Bedford, O., as
t spt cia1 factory
rep. Donald Wells' has
Itiku named special development engii'«'r for Finney. Richard Linnen is now
a special sales engineer for Finney.
Ii

N

.

¿implify rectifier replacement by using
rkes Tarzian Siliçon Rectifiers ... Get
better perfOly. ance, too; at no addition al

Y

cost...

'rd.

a

.for Service Note,
Nó.4 f&t cortrplete details.

s

..

No.1

s
,R"

7Y

a rzi a n
i
4.1.%5

IN.

N. Y.
a

a

RECTIFIER DIVISION
INC.

f

a

a

*

e

IOIX.ES

IionEner E. GIANNiNI has been appointed

\ ,..tern

-

IN'

DIANA

700. WESTgtJ RD., TtRC'NTO 9, TEL. ROGERS 2-7535
%EXPORÌ: PD SÇURIEMA, 'INC., NEW YORK CITY

RVICA; C5CTOBLR, I95i
1.3

`

has been named sales engiueer of the catalog products division of
Chicago Standard Transformer Corp.

GNPOA:
-.

uentlitobnrn,

N t,,

NORDCOLLEGE AVE., BLOOMINGTON,

a

C. FREEMAN has been elected
vice 4esident of Todd Products Co.,
Inc., >s t. Vernon, N..Y. Freeman was
formerly vice president and director of
pmehasing of Empire Coil Co.

'e-..

.

a

C.GnnYDON LioYD has been named
general manager of the General Electric
s{secialty electronic components depart-

e

regional manager for distributor
ales of General Electric electronic tubes
.tnd other components. The regional office
has been moved to the Los Angeles head (minters :it 118-19 Olympic Boulevard.

PH I LCO
DOT CAR GENERATOR
UNIVERSAL COLOR SAR AND

<DEO
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- CONTROL

II

?OWN

I

OUTPUT

PANE

HOVE LINE ADP

The new Philco Universal eT"': LI an _
Genera. like all Philco lest :1".T.tipolen
designed by expert cis:jot-en "ho
by trained t,ezhniciacs to
work he.
and high qualiyscandar
able, more

OUTPUT

7100-4-Newee Philto

H IL

Bar Generator

Universal Cok -Intl

AmANTAIL

BUILT-IN QUALITY FEATURES
4 crystals

For,Sure Success in Cole-,r
Philco, Tesf Zquipiltent is designe,e1,,lokbee yol

for maximum accuracy.

Crystal controlled sound carrier, picture
carrier, sync circuitry and color *display.

Separate
Positive

R.F.

e

":'.

and video attenuators.

and negative video signals f

R.F.

-

i

P -e

1.4j

1

*Set by'removing a tube r
Now, it's no lotiger nit cessary to disable
raster required. Lab'.'
-fie
sn
"qui
(fie
to
obtain
circuit
changing
requiring yr.,., ti
Jnethods
itshio
oldeliminates
and
time
-tie work
.,..
black knobs ar..I
with
iriutr
ed
e
of
pare
Front
tubes.
hot
hanclU
wid 2.
'
DIrnetions:43%"'.
S
markings.
etched
easy;to-read
.4
93/4"
deep.
high,
111/2e,

localizing trouble.
Complete with

:-,

Iriserife
Dear

Visual marker signal to identify color bars.
Regulated power supply.

1,cing

S'er

.-

:.-.)fits ri.W by t-ing
probler phis latest
fastett..and.:inore acturaeresolving
Vegerator combining ho'rh
Philco Universal Color ear and
services in one Compact; lightvie t case eliminates the nuisance of
using separate instruments. Irripei d convergence signals are pr.vided
rand a "white-raser"displaY istinclued to speed up acrrate "
purity" adjustrnents:e0-,

and video cables,

Tube complement of 14 tubete7-12\ÄT ,
1-12AU7, 2-6C57, 1-6Cit5, 1-513, 2-0D3.

ir

2

<'22

DIS ?IbUTOR

Get the full story from your local PHILCO

zn how the Philco Universal Color Bar n d Dot Bar
Generator can streamline color se .
$

PH I LCO
Accessory Division

Philadelphia 34, Pern(

PHILCO CORPORATION A
"A'' Str,..e, and Allesihee, Avenue
Philadelphia 34, Pa,
Please end
Bar and
and sp

rmaticn on
erezte

?

r4t
iser

Trot ,mble-

shooter

how !Microscopic inspection by RCA helps
i baci tuke,teL a potential

r

dure costly callbacks...

trouble-maker-can it get by this gal? Not likely. She's part
speciarlytrain2c1 RCA group of inspectors whose important job it is to find,
trotible ar, l help prevent it from happening to you.
Rc - Quality -Control Procedures include MICROSCOPIC INSPECTION OF POPULAR TV
RECEIVING TYPES! Thesc types are closely examined for possible poor welds, weld
splatter, bad crimps, damaged stems, improper assembly, and many other factors that
in,Vaffect top quality, loi,g-term performance. Though the tubes may pass all electrical
t st>Y. 'such defects could slip by and mean the difference between a profitable service
ral in,' osth' callback.
No,
in valuable assurances from this extra care: (1) that popular TV receiviur,
t-,1 _s shipped to RCA Tube Distributors have had the extra benefit of the MICROSCOPIC
INSPECTION PROGRAM and (2) that you can always service your customers with the conf:dence that RCA TV Receiving Types are top quality replacement tubes.
When you older-tell your distributor "RCA only" and watch your profits grow.
)` `.he
-

ep)RECEIVING TUBES
r.ADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.

